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Ukrainian dissident dies
under mysterious circumstances
JERSEY CITY, N. J. - The body of
a Ukrainian human rights activist, who
died under mysterious circumstances,
was found some two weeks ago in the
suburbs of Kiev, reported Ukrainian
and non-Ukrainian news services on
March 12.
Mykhailo Melnyk, a participant of
the Ukrainian human rights movement
for many years, was found dead in the
village of Pohreby, near Kiev. The
"Smoloskyp" Ukrainian Information
Service reported from Helsinki, Fin
land, that the reasons for Melnyk's
death "have not yet been determined."
The UIS said that Kievites are con
vinced that the KGB was, in some man
ner, involved in the 35-year-old histori
an's death.
The Reuters news service reported
from Moscow that Melnyk allegedly
committed suicide by poisoning him
self on Tuesday, March 6. Reuters also
said that Melnyk, who the service said
is connected to the Ukrainian Helsinki
group, reputedly killed himself "soon
after the KGB raided his home outside
Kiev."
Reuters quoted dissidents as the
source for its article.
Melnyk's funeral was scheduled for
March 12.

In early March 1979 the KGB con
The UIS said that the secret police is
spreading rumors in Kiev intended to ducted a search of his apartment in
hopes of finding incriminating material
scare local residents.
against
Oles Berdnyk, a member of the
Melnyk was married and the father
Ukrainian
Helsinki group. Soon after
of two children. He is the author of an
article about the anniversary of the the search, Melnyk's lifeless body was
transfer of Taras Shevchenko's body found,
from Russia to Ukraine, a commem
Reuters and the UIS reported that on
oration with which he had been in the night of the search of Melnyk's
volved at least since 1972. The article apartment, the KGB conducted sear
appeared in Memorandum No. 2 of the ches in 13 other homes of people in
Ukraine, Leningrad and Moscow
Ukrainian Helsinki group.
In recent years, Melnyk worked as a linked to the Helsinki movement.
guard. He faced KGB persecution Some of the searches lasted all night.
Dissident sources in Ukraine said
as a result of his participation in May
22 ceremonies at the foot of the Taras they believed the searches in Ukraine
Shevchenko monument in Kaniv, were intended to uncover material for
marking the anniversary of the burial prosecution of Berdnyk. They fear that
of his body there. Students annually Berdnyk, a writer, poet and futurcommemorate that day with special ologist, may be threatened with arrest
and incarceration.
programs.
Reuters reported that Berdnyk has
In 1973 Melnyk was fired from his
job in school No. 109 in Kiev and ex not been seen since the secret police
pelled from the Communist Party for entered his home. The news service
said that he is presumed to be under
his attendance at the ceremony.
Prior to the 1977 ceremony, Melnyk arrest.
was summoned to the KGB and was
The UIS also reported that 01ekforbidden to place flowers at the base sander Orlyk, 19, a member of the
of the monument. The following year Pentecostal church, was sentenced on
he was sent to a military training camp March 6 to one year in a labor camp
in order to prevent him from attending for refusing military induction on reli
gious grounds.
the observances.
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Youth leaders meet WCFU officers,
plan worldwide conference
NEW YORK, N.Y. - Representa
tives of three Ukrainian youth organi
zations met on Sunday, March 4, with
WCFU President Mykola Plawiuk and
Ivan Bazarko, executive vice-president.
Present at the meeting were Dr. Lubomyr Romankiw and Slava Rubel,
Plast Ukrainian Youth Organization;
Evhen Hanowsky and Osyp Rozhka,
Ukrainian Youth Association (SUM);
and I. Pavlenko, Ukrainian Democra
tic Youth Association (ODUM).
In the discussions, Mr. Plawiuk
stressed the importance of renewing
the activity of the Conference of
Ukrainian Youth Organizations, a
worldwide coordinating body of
Ukrainian youth. Among the responsi
bilities of the conference would be to
initiate closer cooperation between
Ukrainian youths organizations and
the world congress, and religious and
ideological youth organizations.
The youth representatives voiced
their approval of such a plan and

emphasized that the existence of the
conference can generate more activity
on the part of young people.
The spokesmen for the three organi
zations said that it is necessary to con
vene a general meeting to discuss youth
affairs, as well as the structure of the
conference. The idea of calling a world
conference of Ukrainian youth was
also broached.
They also expressed the opinion that
student, religious and ideological
organizations should also be included
in the membership of the youth con
ference.
A steering committee was appointed
to prepare the groundwork for the reactivization of the conference. Dr. Ro
mankiw was named chairman of the
committee. Joining him are; I. Pavlen
ko and E. Hanowsky, assistant chair
men; O. Rozhka, secretary; and A.
Shevchenko (ODUM); R. Wrzesnewsky (Plast) and Mrs. S. Rubel (Plast),
members.

Georgi Vins
returned to Siberia
MOSCOW, USSR. - Georgi Vins,
an imprisoned Ukrainian Baptist lea
der who was to be released at the end
of this month, was sent back to a longterm prison in Siberia after spending
some seven weeks in Moscow's Lefortovo Prison, reported Reuters citing
dissident sources.
Vins was brought to Lefortovo Pri
son, the chief KGB interrogation cen
ter, last November He was returned to
Yakutia, Siberia, in mid-January.
Vins, 51, is the leader of the Initi
ative Baptists, a group of unregistered
Baptist faithful in the Soviet Union
which broke away in 1965 from the
official All-Union Council of Evangeli
cal Christians and Baptists.
He was first arrested in 1966 and
charged with violating laws on the
separation of church and state.
He was arrested in March 1974 and
tried the following January for defam
ing the Soviet state. He was sentenced
to five years in a labor camp and five
years internal exile.
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Mezvinsky urges U.N.
protest against USSR
rights violations
by Borys Potapenko
' ' Visti'' World News Service

Edward Mezvinsky
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The U.S. re
presentative to the U.N. Commission
on Human Rights called on the com
mission to send a protest to the Soviet
government concerning the treatment
of human and national rights advo
cates who have been subject to govern
mental reprisals for their activities.
In his nine-page statement delivered
during the March 13 session of the
commision dealing with the agenda
item on "Human Rights violations,
any in any part of the world," Edward
Mezvinsky raised 22 specific cases of
repressions against Helsinki and other
groups created in various republics of
the USSR.
The WCFU Human Rights Office in
New York has presented numerous
memorandums dealing with violations
in Ukraine under that agenda item to
Mr. Mezvinsky.
The cases were presented with re
ference to the national group which
these individuals represent.
They are: (Armenians) Shagen
Arutyvnan, Ambartsum Khlgatyan
and Robert Nazaryan; (Georgians)
Zviad Gamsakhurdia, Grigory Goldshtein, Merab Kostava and Viktor
Rtshiladze; (Lithuanians) Viktoras
Petkus and Tomas Venclova; (Mos
cow) Aleksandr Ginzburg, Petro Grigorenko, Anatoly Shcharansky, Anatoly Marchenko, Yuri Orlov, Vladimir
Slepak and Aleksandr Podrabinek;
(Ukrainians) Lev Lukianenko, Myroslav Marynovych, Mykola Matusevych, Mykola Rudenko, Oleksa
Tykhy and Petro Vins.
(Continued on page 9)
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Moscow Helsinki group asks
IOC to intervene for dissidents
COPENHAGEN, Denmark. - The
Moscow Helsinki monitoring group
has appealed to the International
Olympic Committee and its president,
Lord Killanin, to press for the release
of Soviet political prisoners as a condi
tion for holding the Olympic Games in
the USSR. The letter is date June 26,
1978.
The full text of the Moscow group's
letter, received here by the "Smoloskyp" Ukrainian Information Service,
appears below.
Events which you cannot ignore are
taking place in the USSR. Persons con
ducting activities with purely humane
goals (members of Helsinki groups and
other rights defenders) are arrested and
sentenced.
The country - the host of the 1980
Olympics - demonstrates its disre
spect for universal humanitarian
norms and its own international com
mitments.
It is already known that the atmo
sphere of the Moscow Olympics will be
markedly different from that of previ
ous games. The number of guests at the
Olympics has been limited by an earlier
agreement with the IOC. Since free tra
vel into the USSR is forbidden, the in
flux lof tourists and sports lovers from
various countries which has been char
acteristic of other Olympics will pro
bably not be allowed by the Soviet
Union.
The cultural program of the 1980
Olympics will be limited to Soviet
achievements, therefore, it will be con
trolled by Soviet organs of censorship.
Travel of foreign guests around the
country is foreseen as being limited to
designated "corridors" under the aegis
of Intourist. This is the peculiarity of a
closed society. How can one reconcile
this with the idea of international trust
proclaimed by the Olympic charter?
Your agreement to hold the 22nd
Olympiad on Soviet terms and your
"Olympic tranquility" in regard to
happenings in the USSR cross out the
magnificent words of the Olympic
charter: "Sports without politics" such a wise principle of Olympianism.
At the same time, the fundamental
question of humaneness is outside the
realm of politics and above it; but it is
inseparable from the basic goal of the
Olympic movement. Today your
silence indicates your outright support
of clearly designated politics.
The USSR sees the upcoming Olym
pic Games as having an immense
importance for propaganda. Soviet
authorities might want to turn Moscow
into the city of official smirks; the
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Soviets destroy historic graves
COPENHAGEN, Denmark. - So
viet authorities destroyed the graves of
soldiers of the Ukrainian "Sichovi
Striltsi" and the Ukrainian Galician
Army in various towns of the western
oblasts of Ukraine in 1978, according
to information received here by the
"Smoloskyp" Ukrainian Information
Service.
After graves in Lviv and Ternopii
were destroyed, the authorities began
destroying the graves of Ukrainian
soldiers and prominent Ukrainian acti
vists in Ivano-Frankivske (Stanislaviv).
The municipal cemetery in IvanoFrankivske is located on Radianska
Street (formerly Sapiezhynska) and
many prominent Ukrainians as well as
several hundred soldiers who died in
1919 in defense of Ukraine were buried
there.

"cleaning" of Moscow through the re
moval of independent thinkers has
already begun, and it is reasonable to
expect that this campaign will inten
sify.
We ask you not to allow this to happan. Not one family should bemoan
the Olympics.
As you do, we also consider the
holding of the Universal Olympics in
our country an important event which
could promote friendship and under
standing among the nations of our
planet and promote international trust
and security, but the Olympics can play
this lofty role only through strict ad
herence to Olympic principles.
We appeal to you to insist uncom
promisingly that contact among peo
ple, cultural exchange, travel into the
country and the like be realized at the
22nd Olympiad to the same degree as
they were at previous ones.
In ancient times, wars were halted
during the Olympic games. Today in
KESTON, England. - Three more
the USSR a war against humaneness trials of Baptists from unregistered
and mercy is being conducted. We churches have taken place in Ukraine,
appeal to you to demand a cease fire as reported the Keston News Service.
a necessary condition for the holding
A court in Sumy, on September 26,
of the Olympic Games in the USSR, to 1978, found Vasyl Kucherenko guilty
demand a halt to persecution for non of assaulting a militiaman and gave
violent actions in defense of human him a two-year sentence to be spent
rights, for religious activity, for at working on an industrial construction
tempts to implement the right of freely project. The incident that led to the
choosing a country of residence and charge took place after the religious
the place of residence within a country. wedding of the sister of Anatoli Koplik
We appeal to you to demand that the who is currently serving a four-year
country - the host of the Olympic sentence as a conscientious objector.
Games — free Yuri Orlov, Aleksandr Militia and KGB arrived at the wed
Ginzburg, Anatoly Shcharansky, Vla ding after the ceremoney and arrested
dimir Slepak, Lev Lukianenko, seven people including Kucherenko.
Viktoras Petkus, Aleksandr Podrabinek, and all other members of Hel
sinki groups; Sergei Kovalev, Igor
Ogurtsev, Georgi Vins, Vladimir Shelkov, Vasyl Romaniuk, Ida Nudel, Yosyf Begun, all those sentenced for their
attempts to leave the country. We
appeal to you: demand the release of
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The Western
all prisoners of conscience.
representation of the Ukrainian Public
We ask you to make this letter Group to Promote the Implementation
known to all national Olympic com of the Helsinki Accords has received
mittees and sports associations of vari the third edition of the Informational
ous countries, so that each participant Bulletin of the group, reported the
of the upcoming Olympics may express press service of the Ukrainian Supreme
his opinion on the questions raised.
Liberation Council (abroad).
(Signed by) Yelena Bonner, Sofia
The edition contains documents such
Kallistratova, Malva Landa, Naum as an appeal by Oksana Meshko, an
Maiman, Viktor Nekipilov, Tatiana article titled "Seeds of UkrainianOsipova.
Israeli Solidarity," documents of the
We add our names to the letter of the Crimean Tatar movement, an obituary
Moscow Helsinki group: Boris Alth- of Heli Snehiriov, the status of Ukrai
shuler, Tatiana Velikanova, Andrei nian political prisoners in camps in
Sakharov, Larysa Bohoraz, Georgi 1978, a letter by Mykhailo Melnyk
titled "Prophylactics," a chronicle of
Vladimir ov.
events, three statements by Vasyl
Ovsienko, documents of the case of
Oleksander Serhiyenko, and a letter to
citizens of the world by Vasyl Striltsiv.

Report 38 Baptist prisoners in USSR

Helsinki group
issues 3rd bulletin

Yes, we want him!
In September 1975, I.S. Hrushetsky, chairman of the Supreme So
viet of the Ukrainian SSR, told
three Canadian MPs: "After his
(Moroz's) second arrest, he refused
to recant his views and was sen
tenced to nine years incarceration
instead of five years and will there
fore be released in 1979. If the
Americans will still want him, then
they can have him."
Yes, we want him.
Write to your senator, represent
ative and member of parliament,
telling them of your concern in the
matter.

Until 1939, these gravesites were vi
sited each year during the "Zeleni
Sviata" by thousands of persons led in
processions by clergy.
The local residents looked after the
gravesites for many years. As late as
1977, each grave was still decorated
with greenery and a candle was lit dur
ing the "Zeleni Sviata."
In 1978 the cemetery was closed and
designated by the authorities for
liquidation. A portion of the graves
was leveled, and hotel and theater com
plexes were constructed nearby. The
identifying numbers and signs were re
moved from many graves.
The cemetery was also the site of a
mass grave of the victims of a 1941 So
viet massacre of prisoners. A large pit,
into which garbage is now dumped,
was dug in its place.

Kurcherenko was beaten to uncon
sciousness and later dumped on the
outskirts of the city with the other six.
Before they reached their homes they
were all rearrested. The other six re
ceived 10-15 day sentences, while Ku
cherenko was held on assault charges.
The church members present at the
wedding assert that it was the militia
officer in charge of the operation who
assaulted Kucherenko and allege that
the charges were brought as a coverup.
The second trial took place in
Donetske on October 13, 1978. Raisa
Honcharova was sentenced to two
years imprisonment for alleged brea
ches of the laws governing religion and
for evangelism among children.
The third case involves a conscien
tious objector, Hryhoriy Kharchenko,
who was called up for military service
on May 7, 1978. Following his stead(Continued on page 3)

Dzhemilev sentenced to
four years internal exile
MOSCOW, USSR. - A Soviet
court on March 6 sentenced Mustafa
Dzhemilev, a Crimean Tatar, to four
years internal exile on charges of violating
probation, dissident sources told
Reuters.
Mr. Dzhemilev, 35, has served several
labor-camp sentences in connection
with his activities on behalf of the Cri
mean Tatars, who were exiled by Stalin
to Central Asia on fraudulent charges
of wartime collaboration with the Ger
mans and have been refused permis
sion to return home to the Crimea.
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Svitlychna completes speaking tour of Canada
WINNIPEG, Man. - Nadia Svitlychna, the first Ukrainian female political prisoner to emigrate from the Soviet Union, recently completed a
speaking tour in Canada at the invitation of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee.
Her visit was covered by the Canadian press, and interviews with Ms.
Svitlychna appeared in several newspapers.
The following story was published in
the March 3 edition of The Winnipeg
Tribune. It was written by George
Jacub.

Children are being used as pawns in
the Soviet Union to force female dissidents to abandon their political views,
Nadia Svitlychna, the first Ukrainian
woman political prisoner allowed to
leave the country, said Friday (March
2) in Winnipeg.
Drawing on her own experience and
that of her fellow prisoners in the labor
camp where she spent four years for
anti-Soviet activities, she talked about
the constant threat by the KGB to take
away dissidents' children.
'There are ways of losing all rights
to motherhood in the Soviet Union.
That threat was hanging over me con-

stantly from the time of my arrest
(April 1972) to my immigration
November 1978).
Ms. Svitlychna was arrested for her
involvement in the distribution of the
Ukrainian underground press, the
"samvydav." Charged with anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda for the
purpose of undermining the Soviet regime, she was convicted in a closed
trial and imprisoned.
Her son, then 2 years old, was sent to
an orphanage and none of the family
knew where the institution was located,
she said through an interpreter. When
the move created a negative reaction in
the community, the boy was released in
the custody of her sister.
"He would see (prison) bars. From
age 3 to 5 he had to undergo personal searches. He was questioned and
interrogated and he was forced to be at
the trials."
Her son, now age 9, and her
youngest boy, 9 months, now live with
their mother in Philadelphia, where
they moved after she was allowed to
leave the Soviet Union. Her husband, a
metallurgical engineer not involved in
the dissident movement, is still in the
USSR seeking an exit visa.
Although torture is no longer practiced in the labor camps, the prisons
perform the same function as during

N.Y. Times cites recent actions
in defense of dissidents in USSR
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The New
York Times cited as noteworthy three
recent privately initiated actions in defense of dissidents in the Soviet Union.
In its March 10 editorial titled
"Messages to Moscow," The New
York Times listed the United States
Helsinki Watch Committee, the publishers' efforts for My kola Rudenko
and the curtailment of cooperation
with the Soviet Union by American
scientists as being three actions in recent weeks which are "noteworthy and
welcome."
The following is the full text of The
New York Times editorial:
The inability of Americans to do
more than expostulate about the lack
of political freedom in the Soviet
Union can sometimes lead to a feeling
of futility. But Soviet dissenters have
made clear that campaigns on their behalf are important, that every effort to
keep their cause alive serves to protect
them and to restrain their rulers. So
three such efforts in recent weeks are
noteworthy and welcome.

taken by the heads of several major
publishing firms on behalf of Mykola
Rudenko, the most prominent Soviet
writer now in prison. The author of 30
books, he was expelled from the Communist Party and the Writers' Union in
1976 for his controversial writings.
These, along with his activities as a
member of Amnesty International and
head jof a Ukrainian group set up to
monitor the Helsinki Accords, last year
brought him a sentence of seven years
in a labor camp and five years of internal exile for "anti-Soviet agitation." The American publishers hint
that unless Mr. Rudenko is released,
they may not attend the Moscow Book
Fair in September. A number of major
publishers did not attend the first fair
in 1977, to the distress of the Soviet
sponsors, who have been hoping for increased attendance this time.
And, finally, 2,400 American scientists, including 13 Nobel laureates,
have vowed to curtail cooperation with
the Soviet Union at least until Yuri Orlov and Anatoly Shcharansky are released. If the Soviets value scientific
cooperation as much as they seem to,
this show of solidarity should be
impressive.

One was the formation of a United
States Helsinki Watch Committee,
made up of 50 prominent citizens, to
encourage and assist the activities of
The demands for the release of.
similar committees in other countries, specific individuals, such as Messrs.
as well as to keep an eye on human Orlov, Shcharansky and Rudenko, are,
rights at home. The chairman of the to be sure, tactical. They focus world
group is Robert Bernstein, head of attention on gross cases of injustice
Random House, and its members in- and permit those who belong to an include such well-known figures as ternational community of scientists or
Arthur Goldberg, Kenneth Clark, writers to address the larger cause.
John Hersey, Arthur Miller and
Jerome Wiesner. The group plans to
There are, alas, many others sufferpublicize the human rights records of ing for their opinions and the Ameristates that participated in the can groups emphasize that their con1975 Helsinki agreement and develop cern extends to all dissenters. Those in
proposals for the conference of signa- the Soviet Union who seek greater
tories to be held in Madrid next year.
scientific and cultural exchange with
A new campaign has been under- the West will no doubt get the message.

Nadia Svitlychna addresses a Ukrainian audience in Canada.
the purges of the 1930s, 1940s and ing materials. There were no exercise
periods. The furniture consisted of two
1950s, she said.
Forced labor in the Soviet Union posts dug into the ground to sit on and
means that everyone must do the same a board nailed atop another post as a
amount of work regardless of age or table.
physical condition, she explained. In
Ms. Svitlychna has continued her
her camp the prisoners sewed gloves, activities in North America, joining feland failure to meet the quota meant a low Ukrainian emigres Petro Grigorenbreaking of the law and possibly a turn ko and Leonid Plyushch in putting
in punishment cells.
moral pressure on the Soviets to permit
Ms. Svitlychna was held in a camp in human rights freedoms in the USSR.
1974 when she and a number of other
Ukrainian women launched a hunger
strike to mark the International Year
of the Woman.
Similar stories appeared in the FebShe said they were allowed no warm ruary 24 editions of The Toronto
clothes, no pens, paper, books, or sew- Globe and Mail, and the Toronto Star.

UCCA greets Patriarch on his 87th birthday
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America extended its greetings to Patriarch Josyf
Slipyj on the occasion of his 87th birthday.
The following is the full text of the
telegram:
"On behalf of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, please
accept our wholehearted and best
wishes on your 87th birthday anniversary. We pray to the Almighty to give
you long and good life so that you can
effectively lead the Ukrainian Catholic

Church to even greater growth and
development, not only in the diaspora
but also in Ukraine. We know that
your hard work and sacrifice will
bring our Ukrainian people, regardless
of their religious faiths and social origin, that much closer to the day of
Ukraine's total freedom and national
statehood.
"Na mnohaya lita, Vladyko — ad
multosannos."
In his reply, Patriarch Josyf called
on the UCCA to continue to work for
the unity of the Ukrainian people.

TASS says "Unknown War
was big success in U.S.
MOSCOW, USSR. - TASS, the
Soviet news agency, reported in the
February 22 edition of "Pravda" that
the 20-part series "Unknown War"
was broadcast in the United States with
"great success."
The series was prepared by Soviet
cinematographers with the assistance
of "American cultural activists," the
TASS story noted. "Unknown War"
was shown in the New York area by
Channel 9.
The TASS report noted that tens of
millions of American viewers were convinced by the series of the "decisive
contribution of the Soviet army in the
destruction of fascism and the freeing
of the enslaved nations of Europe."
The appearance of Soviet leader
Leonid Brezhnev was also cited for the
great impression it made on the American audience. General Secretary Brezhnev, in his introductory remarks, said:
"To remember this war is for us a
call to vigilance in relation to any new
advances of aggressive powers.''
The story in "Pravda" also noted
that William Averell Harriman, former

U.S. ambassador to the Soviet Union,
told a TASS correspondent that "the
Soviet army gained a notable victory
over the dark forces of Nazism."
TASS also reported that Mr. Harriman said "Brezhnev and the entire Soviet nation are sincerely devoted to the
cause of peace."

Report 38 Baptist...
(Continued from page 2)

fast refusal to bear arms or to take the
military oath, his commanding officer
asked his parents to influence him to
avoid prosecution. However, his parents supported his stand and he was
sentenced in October 1978 to three
years imprisonment by a military tribunal in Rostov-on-Don.
These new arrests bring the total
number of Baptist prisoners to 38, of
whom three were due for release in
February.
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Ivan Fur re-elected chairman of UNA Cleveland District
CLEVELAND, Ohio. - Ivan Fur
was unanimously re-elected chairman
of the Cleveland UNA District Com
mittee at its annual meeting held on
Sunday, March 11, at the St. Josaphat's High School hall.
The meeting was attended by 28
branch secretaries and convention
delegates, as well as by Bohdan Dey
chakiwsky, field organizer; Dr. Boh
dan Futey, Supreme Auditor; Taras
Szmagala, Supreme Advisor; Genevieve Zerebniak, Honorary Member of
Supreme Assembly; and Dr. John O.
Flis, Supreme President.
The meeting was called to order by
Mr. Fur, who in his remarks welcomed
everyone and stated the purposes of the
meeting. On the request that a presi
dium be elected to conduct the meet
ing, those in attendance, by unanimous
vote, insisted that Mr. Fur and Roman
Wozniak conduct the meeting as chair
man and secretary, respectively.
After the reading of the minutes of
last year's meeting by Mr. Wozniak,
Mr. Fur proceeded to report on the activi
ties and accomplishments of the Cleve
land District Committee.
He reported on the role the District
played in cooperating with individual
branches in the organizing program,
representation of UNA at community
functions, the District's role in reacti
vating branches, statistics on increases
and decreases in the membership of in
dividual branches, cooperation with
other organizations in community
work and the District's relationship
with the community, church, national
and local organizations and with the
main office of the UNA.
Mr. Fur made a worthy suggestion in
that the UNA should compile annual
statistics on branch activities especially
in the field of fraternal work, contribu
tions to Ukrainian schools, organiza
tions and churches, donations for
scholarships and aid rendered to mem
bers and others in need.
A questionnaire should be prepared
by the main office and distributed to
the Districts, he said. The Districts in
turn would fill out the questionnaire by
its branch officers and compile such
statistics for the District and report
them to the main office. The main of
fice would then consolidate such infor
mation and print the results.
All agreed that the report would be
of great value to the UNA since it
would reveal the great amount of fra
ternal work being performed by the

Baltimore UNA'ers

іоШ
BALTIMORE, Md. - The UNA
Baltimore District Committee will
commemorate the 85th anniversary of
the UNA with a banquet Sunday,
March 25, at the Youth Home, 2301
Easton Ave.
The keynote speaker at the program
will be Supreme President Dr. John O.
Flis.
Appearing in the program will be
Marta Harasowsky with a recitation,
the Washington, D.C., bandurist
capella under the direction of Dr. Ihor
Masnyk, and the "Uman" dance en
semble directed by Orest Lesiuk.
Reservations can be made through
branch secretaries: Ostap Zynjuk
( 6 2 2 - 0 4 6 3 ) , Lev B l o n a r o v y c h
(232-3381), Adan Cizdyn (789-0229),
Pauline Schneider (752-4596), Vasyl
Macuk (641-2587), Mychajlo Choma
(355-3968), John Malko (675-6475)
and Emanuil Prytula (675-4900).

UNA as a unit. This would help us in
our organizing work, said Mr. Fur.
Wasyl Lischyneckyj rendered the
treasurer's report. On the motion by
Wolodymyr Stryhun, speaking for the
auditing board, a vote of confidence
was unanimously given to the outgoing
District Committee board.
Joining Mr. Fur on the District
Committee are: Michael Kihichak, as
sistant chairman; W. Lischyneckyj,
treasurer; R. Wozniak, secretary;
Wolodymyr Wladyka, Vera Napora,
B. Deychakiwsky and Wolodymyr
Jakyma, members. The auditing board
consists of Nicholas Bobechko, Wolo
dymyr Stryhun and George Oryshkewych.
Dr. Flis, representing the Supreme
Executive Committee at the meeting,
extended fraternal greetings to every
one present, congratulated the newly
elected slate of officers and then ren
dered a report on the accomplishments
UNA Supreme President Dr. John O. Flis, left, congratulates Michael Kihichak
of the UNA in 1978, on the "results of
for organizing 50 members in 1978 and 219 membersin four years. Also seen,
the operation of the headquarters build
center left and right, are Ivan Fur, District Committee chairman, and Roman
ing,
the operations of the Svoboda,
Wozniak, secretary.
the Special Reorganizational Com
mittee, and plans for the forthcom
ing annual meeting of the Supreme As
sembly which is to start on May 14.
Dr. Flis also reported on the present
membership and organizing achieve
ments in 1978. He then proceeded to
comment on the organizing work of
the Cleveland District Committee and
its assigned quota of 250 members,
which to him appeared very realistic
and which the District is certain to sur
pass in 1979.
Dr. Flis then presented special
awards to Maria Deychakiwsky, who
organized 26 members and to Michael
Kihichak, who organized 50 members,
in 1978. A special plaque of appreci Some of the secretaries and convention delegates who attended the District
ation was presented to Mr. Kihichak
Committee meeting.
who organized a total of 219 members
The meeting concluded with Mr. Fur
in four years and who has qualified for non-productive should be replaced
membership in the Champions' Club with younger and more enthusiastic outlining his plans for the District for
this year, which included plans for ful
members.
for the past nine years.
filling
the District's membership quota,
A
discussion
followed
in
which
the
Dr. Flis concluded by exhorting all
celebration
of the 85th anniversary of
following
took
part:
Vera
Napora,
W.
secretaries, organizers, delegates and
members to a maximum effort in Lischyneckyj, Mr. Fedak, B. Deycha- UNA, reformation of inactive bran
organizing work in 1979. He urged kiwskyj and W. Stryhun. Dr. Flis ches and organization of a new branch.
everyone to show enthusiasm in the answered all the questions posed to The meeting was followed by a recep
tion hosted by the District Committee.
organizing program in 1979 in order to him.
make this a good year for the UNA and
4
'prove ourselves worthy of our inheri
tance from our pioneer founders."
Mr. Deychakiwsky stressed the im
portance of cooperation between Bran
ches and the District. He also stressed
that secretaries who are inactive and
peoples. The speaker also stressed
by I. Kozak
Khmelnytsky's demands for recogni
HARTFORD, Conn. - The Ukrai tion from the tsar of the Hetmanate's
nian Student Club and the Ukrainian autonomy.
After Mr. Harper's presentation, a
Academic Club of Hartford presented
on February 22 a lecture on the Pereia lively question-and-answer period fol
lowed. Immediately following the close
slav Treaty.
The speaker, state Rep. Harper from of the lecture, some 50 people remain
New Britain, showed remarkable in ed to discuss the possibility of estab
HONOLULU, Hawaii. - The first sight into the topic and also a great lishing a Ukrainian studies program at
Central Connecticut State College
Mid-Pacific Foreign Language Con compassion for the Ukrainian nation.
Dr. Michael Voskobiynyk, a former (CCSC). Dr. Voskobiynyk, a professor
ference will be held March 23-25 here
at the Waikiki Sheraton Hotel under instructor of Mr. Harper's, as well as at the college, along with Mr. Harper,
the sponsorship of the department of the advisor to the student club and who has recently placed a bill request
European languages of the University founder of the academic club, intro ing such a program before the State
Legislature, and Dr. Boris Bilokur, a
duced the speaker as well as the topic.
of Hawaii.
Mr. Harper stressed the significance professor of Slavic languages at the
The following Ukrainians are listed of the Pereiaslav Treaty, commenting University of Connecticut, headed a
as participants of the conference: D. that Ukraine has been "the econoihic panel to discuss such possibilities.
Chopyk of Utah, M. Klymenko of Ha backbone of the USSR." Mr. Harper
Roma Hayda suggested that the pro
waii, J. Laychuk of Calgary, V. Buy- pointed to the importance such a union gram include not only language and
niak of SasKatchewan and J.B. Rudny- with the Hetmanate state would have historical courses but also a number of
ckyj of Montreal.
courses dealing with Ukrainian folk art
for the Russian Empire.
Mr. Harper's interpretation of the and culture. Her comments were well
Dr. Rudnyckyj will present a paper
on ''Ethnic Multiculturalism: Canada, treaty, which was signed by Het- received by the audience.
It was decided that community sup
man Bohdan Khmelnytsky and repre
Australia and New Zealand." ,
sentatives of the Russian tsar, stressed port was an essential element in achiev
The conference is open to all persons the military nature of the treaty rather ing a Ukrainian studies program at
interested in linguistic, literary and cul than what many historians assume was CCSC and committees were created to
tural problems in the mid-Pacific area. a "national alliance" of two similar follow up on the proposals.

Connecticut legislator speaks
on Pereiaslav Treaty

Five Ukrainians
to attend mid-Pacific
language conference
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7979—Year of the Ukrainian Child—An analysis

Are we doing enough for Ukrainian children?
by Roman A. Juzeniw
Commemorating 1979 as the Year
of the Ukrainian Child does not
mean that we should tag that desig
nation on a few Ukrainian events
and then pat each other on the
backs, saying: "We've done our
share."

ш

We should use the Year of the
Ukrainian Child as an opportunity
to evaluate what we are doing (and
not doing) for the Ukrainian child:
— Is there a sufficient number of
Ukrainian children's books being
printed and, more importantly,
being bought by parents?
— Should there be special pro
grams for young Ukrainian parents,
teaching them how to raise their
children in a Ukrainian environ
ment?
— How can we aid the Ukrainian
youth organizations in their work?
These are essential questions that
should've been answered years ago.
The problem is staring us right in
our faces: the overwhelming ma
jority of today's Ukrainian children
is not an active part of the Ukraini
an community.
When you go to church this Sun
day, look around and see how many
young Ukrainian parents and chil
dren you can spot. Not many at all.
Schools of Ukrainian subjects
which had 100 children enrolled in
them 10 years ago, have only 15-20
children todav. The number of chil

dren being enrolled in Ukrainian
youth organizations has also fallen
considerably.
In order to find solutions, we
must first study the "hows and
whys" of the problem. What is
needed is a comprehensive study on
the state of the Ukrainian child liv
ing in the United States today. And,
with 1979 being the Year of the
Ukrainian Child, perhaps now is the
time to commence work on such a
study (although it was disheartening
not to find any mention of the Year
of the Ukrainian Child in the report
of the most recent meeting of the
UCCA executive board).
The whole Ukrainian community
— not only the youth organizations
and women's groups - should be
planning events for children.
This column will keep you in
formed about what's happening and
what is being planned to mark 1979
as the Year of the Ukrainian Child.
We will also be analyzing the state
. of the Ukrainian child living in the
United States today.
You can help us in our coverage
by writing and telling us if you
agreed or disagreed with something
written in this column. Let us know
of plans for Ukrainian children in
your community. We need to hear
from you.
Most importantly, though - talk
about the Year of the Ukrainian
Child. When you meet a friend, turn
the conversation to a discussion of
what is and isn't being done for the

Ukrainian child. Only in this way
will the message spread.
Too many of us just read an
article, sit back and think: "Let
someone else d o i t . "
Well, if we don't do it, no one else
will.

The International Committee of
the Year of the Ukrainian Child
(formed) by the World Fderation of
Ukrainian Women's Organizations,
at the request of the World Con
gress of Free Ukrainians) discussed
plans of action and reviewed work
already accomplished at its meet
ing in New York City on February
28.
The meeting was chaired by
Christine Nawrocky, the commit
tee vice-president, in the absence
,of Irene Pelensky, the committee
president.
The international committee's
main function is to coordinate the
plans and actions of the national
committees of the Year of the
Ukrainian Child, which are already
working in their respective countries
(committee heads are in paren
theses): United States'(Dora Horbachewsky), Canada (Vira Buchynsky), Great Britain (Mrs. Ostapiuk),
France (Vira Dratvinsky), Argen
tina (Iwanna Kotulsky), Brazil
(Ewhenija Boukolsky-Mazepa),
Venezuela (Osypa Korol) and
Australia (Lidia Hajewski).

The international committee is
encouraging all Ukrainian com
munities to commemorate the Year
of the Child and will be asking all
Ukrainian churches to celebrate
Divine Liturgies on June 10 in
memory of all the Ukrainian chil
dren who died in Ukraine in the
years 1933-1945.

The February 1979 issue of Our
- Life has just been published, and it
includes several interesting articles
on the Year of the Child.
From it's pages, we learn that the
Educational Council of the Ukrai
nian National Women's League of
America is sponsoring a literary
contest in observance of the Year of
the Ukrainian Child. They are seek. ing works written in the Ukrainian
language for Ukrainian children
(short stories, fables, poetry, etc.).
First prize is S200, second - S100,
and third - S50.
Entries should be sent in triplicate
and should be signed with a pseu
donym. (Real name should be
enclosed separately in a sealed enve
lope). Deadline for entries is
November 1, 1979. For more infor
mation write to: Mrs. Irene Lonchyna, 20175 Lumpkin, Detroit,
Mich. 48234.
It would be very encouraging if an
overwhelming number of works was
entered in the contest.

HURI sponsors three-day symposium
New York Plast branch
to mark 1 Oth year of Ukrainian studies
marks 30th anniversary
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The Har
vard Ukrainian Research Institute will
sponsor a three-day symposium March
22-25 marking the I Oth anniversary of
the Ukrainian Studies Program at Har
vard University.
The symposium will be dedicated to
the four centuries of the Ukrainian
printed book.
Prof. Omeljan Pritsak, HURI direc
tor, will open the symposium on March
22 at 4 p.m. in the seminar room of the
Ukrainian Research Institute, 1583
Massachusetts Ave. Prof. Dmytro M.
Shtohryn of the University of Illinois
will deliver the first address on "Pro
blems in the History of Ukrainian
Library Bibliography."
Friday afternoon's session will be
dedicated to the late Bohdan Krawciw,
a Ukrainian poet and Svoboda editor.
The session will begin at 4 p.m. in the
Harry Elkins Widener Room of the
Widener Library.
The speakers will be William H.
Bond, librarian of the Houghton
Library and professor of bibliography
at Harvard University; Michael Bazansky, honorary research fellow, HURI;
Natalia Pylypiuk, department of
comparative literature, Harvard Uni
versity; Paul R. Magocsi, Orthodox
Church; the Very Rev. Petro Ohirko,
pastor of the Christ the King Ukrainian
Catholic Church; Msgr. Victor J. Pospishil, presiding judge of the Ukrainian
Catholic Archdiocese of Philadelphia;
and Prof. Ihor Shevchenko of the
department of classics, Harvard Uni
versity. \
-- . ,
Following this program, Prof І and

Mrs. Pritsak and the Krawciw family
will meet guests and members of the
HURI at a reception in the Great Ro
tunda.
At 7 p.m. that day, Prof. Thomas E.
Bird of the department of Slavic lan
guages and literatures at Queens Col
lege, will deliver an address on "The
Achievements of the Ukrainian Studies
Fund" at the library of the Faculty
Club.
Saturday morning will be devoted to
business meetings of the Ukrainian
Studies Fund and the Friends of the
HURI in rooms 334-335 of the Pound
Law Center.
Guest speaker at the noon luncheon
will be Mr. Bazansky. His topic will be
"Ukrainian Bibliophilism and Ukraini
an Philanthropy."
At 2:30 p.m., a memorial service for
the deceased donors to the Ukrainian
Studies Program and a concert will be
held at the Memorial Church at Har
vard Yard.
Among the speakers will be the Rev.
J. Gomes, Plummer professor of
Christian morals and minister in the
Memorial Church; the Very Rev.
Frank Estocin, dean of St. Sophia's
Ukrainian Orthodox Seminary; the
Very Rev. Archpriest Myron Pacholok, pastor of St. Andrew's Ukrai
nian Orthodox Church; the Very Rev.
Petro Ohirko, pastor of the Christ the
King Ukrainian Catholic Church;
Msgr. Victor J. Pospishil, presiding
judge of the Ukrainian Catholic Arch
diocese of Philadelphia; and Prof. Ihor s
(Continued on page 9)

by Pavlo Tscharskyj
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The New
York Plast branch celebrates its 30th
anniversary this year. To commemo
rate the event special activities will be
held March 23-25.
The New York branch's first official
brartch meeting took place on May 1,
1949. Even though meetings were held
and work was started as early as 1947,
the branch considers 1949 its founding
year.
Throughout its 30 years, many
different people were elected as
"stanychni" to head the branch. The
more recent ones were Pavlo Dorozynskyj, Roman Rohoza and Andrij Lastowecky. At present, the post is held by
Iryna Kurowyckyj, the first woman
"stanychna" in the history of the
branch.
The special program to celebrate the
chapter's 30th anniversary will com
mence with a traditional Plast "vatra"
or campfire, at 7 p.m. on March 23 at
the Ukrainian National Home, 140
Second Ave., near the corner of Ninth
Street. Everyone is welcome to attend
and is urged to bring a blanket on
which to sit around the "campfire."
There will be singing and various
skits presented by Plast members.
On Saturday, March 24, at 2 p.m.,
those who wish can come to the Plast
headquarters building at 144 Second
Ave. to take a look at the group meet
ing of the younger members of Plast
held with their counselors.
Then, between 3 and 4 p.m., an open
house will be held in the headquarters
building for all who wish to come. The
different Plast groups, both male and

female, will have on display scrapbooks showing the histories of their
particular groups, as well as photo
graphs and crafts made by Plast mem
bers.
Two films will also be shown that
evening. The first will be a short docu
mentary about Plast done by Betsy
Marsden, a graduate student at New
York University's School of the Arts.
The film was originally shown on the
weekly Manhattan Cable Television
program NYU Video. The second film
will be about the International Plast
Jamboree which took place in Edmon
ton, Alberta, last year.
Special Divine Liturgies for Plast
will be held in Manhattan on Sunday,
March 25. The first will be at 10 a.m.
at the St. Volodimir Ukrainian Ortho
dox Cathedral, 160 W. 82nd St. The
second will be at noon in the St.
George Ukrainian Catholic Church, 33
E. Seventh St. The Liturgies will be
dedicated to all Plast members and pa
rents of the last 30 years. All Plast
members will receive Holy Com
munion, in fulfillment of one of the
Plast duties: to serve God.
A large Plast gathering will also be
held on Sunday at 2 p.m. in the audi
torium of St. George School at 215 E.
Sixth St. Afterwards, a buffet dinner
will be served.
All the events have been planned by
a special committee headed by Bohdan
Kekish.
The New York Plast branch has
grown markedly in the last 30 years.,
Starting with 63 members in 1949, it
now has 598. Many new young mem
bers were signed up this past year.
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About endowment life insurance

Ukrainian Weekly
40 years ago

Carpatho-Ukraine A microcosm
of national spirit
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The establishment of an independent Carpatho-Ukrainian republic 40
years ago was not only an important regional event, but it was, and con
tinues to be, an important event in the history of the entire Ukrainian na
tion. By proclaiming its independence on March 15, 1939, that fulfillment
of the Carpatho-Ukrainian peoples' quest for freedom was a reaffirmation
of the hopes and dreams of the entire nation.
The unanimous proclamation of an independent Carpatho-Ukraine was
one of many in a long line of events, by the Ukrainian people, which proved
that the desire for freedom has not been extinguished in the hearts of Ukrai
nians and, when given the opportunity, Ukrainians will again raise the
standard of liberty. This struggle for freedom is being continued today,
though by different means, by Ukrainian scholars, writers, students and
laborers — participants of what we call the opposition movement in
Ukraine.
Throughout its history, Ukraine has been divided and occupied by
different foes, but many a region of Ukraine managed, at one time or
another, to proclaim its independence and declare that its action was a step
ping stone to the eventual freedom of all of Ukraine.
In proclaiming an independent Carpatho-Ukraine, its parliament did not
forget whose sons and daughters Carpatho-Ukrainians were. In its declara
tion of independence, the Carpatho-Ukrainian parliament stated, among
other things, that Ukrainian was the official language of the republic, that
its national flag will be blue and yellow, that the ancient Ukrainian "tryzub" will be an integral part of its emblem, and that "Shche Ne Vmerla
Ukraina" will be its national anthem.
For demonstrating the continuity of the Ukrainian nation's legacy of
freedom, independence and self-determination, the Carpatho-Ukrainian
people are to be saluted by their brothers and sisters from other parts of
Ukraine. Carpatho-Ukraine's courageous step 40 years ago is a tribute to
the region's people and leaders, remaining, as it does, an attestation to the
indomitable spirit of freedom shared by all Ukrainian people.

Not forgotten
Just when it seemed that President Jimmy Carter and the U.S. govern
ment had forgotten about the human rights issue — perhaps as a result of
events they considered to be more of more immediate importance, such as
the recognition of China, China's invasion of Vietnam, and the IsraeliEgyptian peace negotiations — Edward Mezvinsky, the U.S. representative
to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, assured us and the
entire world that this was not the case.
At the March 13 session of the U.N. commission, Mr. Mezvinsky, in a
nine-page statement, raised the cases of 22 rights advocates of various na
tionalities who are persecuted by the Soviet regime for their outspokenness.
Among the 22 individuals mentioned by Mr. Mezvinsky were seven Ukraini
ans.
The U.S. representative called on the Commission on Human Rights to
lodge a formal protest with the Soviet Union in regard to its treatment of.
human and national rights activists. We must take action, Mr. Mezvinsky
stressed, "because they spoke out as a result of promises to which we all
have pledged ourselves.? ' .
Clearly then, the United States has not abandoned the commitment to hu
man rights made by President Carter at the beginning of his term.
We commend Mr. Mezvinsky for constantly upholding that sometimesmuted policy and promoting the cause of basic rights through the U.N.
commission.
Commendation must also be conveyed to the World Congress of Free
Ukrainians Human Rights Office which continually supplies Mr. Mezvin
sky with information on rights violations in Ukraine.
At the same time, we urge all our readers to keep the issue of human, na
tional and religious rights alive by constantly informing U.S. policymakers
— the president, the State Department and Congress - of their concern in
the matter and providing them with up-to-date information about rights de
fenders in Ukraine. Only then can we expect that the U.S. rights policy will
never be muted.

In prior articles in this column we discussed the meaning and the advantages
and disadvantages of term insurance, whole life insurance and limited payment
life insurance.
Today we turn our attention to endowment life insurance.
Such insurance certificates call for payment of premiums during 20 years, or to
a particular age, usually to age 18 or 65. If the insured member dies during the
term of the certificate, his beneficiary receives the full amount of the insurance. If
the insured member lives to the end of the term of the certificate, the member
himself receives the full amount of the insurance. This is the "savings" feature of
this kind of insurance.
One must remember that endowment insurance certificates are in the main a
plan for systematic savings and are, therefore, the most expensive. The cash sur
render value reserve builds up rapidly so that by the end of the term of the certifi
cate, the cash surrender value is equal to the face amount of the certificate. This is
in sharp contrast to cash values of whole or limited payment life certificates
which generally grow to little more than 60 percent of the face amount of the cer
tificate. Term insurance, of course, builds up no cash surrender value.
Endowment life certificates are an attraction to people who would like to save
but cannot otherwise put money aside consistently and systematically.
Endowment life insurance has another attraction. Not only does such insur
ance provide the member with an "instant estate" in the event of his premature
death, but, if the member lives, he can enjoy the fruits of the benefit conferred by
endowment life certificates. The face amount of the certificate is paid to the
member himself at the end of the term of the certificate.
The endowment life insurance certificate is very popular with our Ukrainian
public. This is a reflection on the inherent Ukrainian desire to save. With Ameri
cans the whole life insurance certificate is the most popular insurance contract.
As has been shown, whole life insurance provides protection at a greatly reduced
premium compared to the cost of endowment life insurance certificates. But it
has its disadvantages, including low cash surrender value.
The Ukrainian National Association offers to juveniles and adults alike its
Class E-20 and Class E-65 certificates. The face amount of the certificate is paid
to the member either on the 20th anniversary of a certificate or when the member
reaches 65 years of age, or at a member's prior death. Dues are payable either for
20 years or to age 65 or to prior death of a member. For juveniles, these certifi
cates are issued from age 0 to 15, and for adults, Class E-20 is issued from age
16-60 and Class E-65 is issued from age 16-65.
In addition, the UNA provides for its juvenile members a Class E-18 certificate
which is commonly referred to as a "college certificate." When the member turns
18 and is ready to enter an institution of higher learning, the UNA pays the full
amount (face amount) of the certificate.
Proceeds from the Class E-65 certificate can be used for retirement needs.
Now let us look at actual costs and data of each of the above classes of endow
ment life insurance offered by the UNA.
Let us assume that the juvenile is 1 year old and that the adult is 30 years of age
and that each is in need of S10,000 life insurance coverage.
JUVENILE

ADULT

Class
E-18

Class
E-20

Class
E-65

Class
E-20

Class
E-65

Annual premium

S529.10

S437.30

S108.90

5454.40

5247.70

Cost during term

S8,994.70

S8,746.00

S6,960.00

59,088.00

58,669.50

S744.00

S879.00

S4,799.00

51,221.00

52,532.00

S8,250.70

S7,867.00

S2,161.00

57,867.00

56,137.00

S10,000.00

S10,000.00

510,000.00

510,000.00

510,000.00

SI,749.30

S2,133.00

57,839.00

52,133.00

53,862.50

21.20Vo

27.11970

362.75^0

27.11^o

62.93 ^o

Dividends during term
Net cost to member
Face value paid to member
Net profit to member
Net profit percent over cost

What conclusions can we reach?
1. Class E-20 for the juvenile costs S437.30 annually and for the adult S454.40
annually. The younger a member is at the time of acquiring a given certificate, the
lower his annual premium will be. This holds true in all types of life insurance.
2. Class E-65 for the juvenile at age 1 costs S108.90 annually, and for the adult
5247.70 annually. The conclusions are twofold. One, because of the juvenile's
age his annual premium is lower than the adult's at age 30. Conversely, assuming
that both will have the same life span, the UNA expects to be receiving premiums
from the juvenile 29 years longer than from the adult. Therefore, the annual pre
mium is lower for the juvenile.
3. All endowment life insurance certificates offered by the UNA have a
tremendous savings feature embodied in them. The UNA pays a profit on the
savings accumulated for the period of the term of the certificate. The member is
paid at the end of the term of a certificate Its full amount which is substantially
higher than the member's investment in the certificate.
4. The juvenile E-65 Certificate shows a net cost to the member of only
S2,161 in spite of the fact that premiums are payable for 65 years. This certifi
cate is still the best investment because, in addition to insuring the member for 64
vears for 510,000 in event of his premature death, he receives at age 65, 510,000
for his 52Л61 investment. So don't let the fact that dues are payable for 64
years scare the prospect. This certificate represents a solid investment.
5. The Adult Class E-65 certificate is also an excellent investment. The mem
ber receives at age 65, 510,000 which includes 62.93 percent profit on his invest
ment of 56,137.50. A member can use this amount for retirement purposes.
6. A general conclusion can be drawn for all of the above certificates offered
by the UNA. Each certificate offers life insurance protection for the amount of
the certificate and, in addition, forces a member to save systematically. As a re(Continued on page 13)
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Ukrainians and SALT II
by Andrew Fedynsky
The most hotly contested issue in
America this year is likely to be the
ratification of the SALT II agreement.
Its resolution will require an enormously complex and protracted debate.
The issue involves questions of technology, weapons numbers, American
security needs, S c i e t intentions, verifiability of the agreement, the impact of
its rejection on American and Soviet
economies and other questions that
even specialists will have trouble
unraveling. The outcome of the debate
is likely to determine the future course
of American-Soviet relations and will,
therefore, attract Americans of various
backgrounds whether or not they have
any specialized knowledge to contribute. Since the debate is going to be
far-reaching and intense, it is important that Ukrainian Americans have an
identifiable position on the issue in
order to contribute our specialized
knowledge about the Soviet Union and
its policies and to involve Ukrainian
concerns in the debate.
Divorced from any other considerations, SALT II, with its goal of limiting strategic weapons and decreasing
the chances of a nuclear war, is one
that Ukrainians should support. In the
event of a world war involving nuclear
weapons, Ukraine with its large urban
centers, industrial concentrations,
transportation and communications
networks, port facilities, military bases
and nuclear missile sites would be a target of first priority and the scene of
unprecedented devastation. It should
be of utmost concern to Ukrainians
that the Ukrainian territory, should
never again be used as a battlefield for a
world war. Should SALT II decrease
the chances of war while enhancing
American security, Ukrainians should
support it.
SALT II, however, cannot be considered outside the context of Soviet intentions, reliability and ongoing policies. The pattern of those policies is
alarming. In the last decade, Soviet influence has spread throughout the
world, usually to areas which directly
threaten American economic and strategic interests and bring into question
the long-range ability of the United
Spates to survive.
The continued flow of oil to the United States and the rest of the Western
world is now seriously jeopardized by
the revolution in Iran that was in part
Soviet-incited and by Soviet control
over strategically located countries at
the Horn of Africa.
The continued supply of vital raw
materials, such as cobalt and chromium, has been disrupted by Soviet exploitation of vaguely defined leftist
liberation movements in Africa which
often rely on the assistance of Cuban
mercenaries for military success and
East German advisors who organize
political control through police terror.
In Indochina, the ' 'domino theory"
has acquired new credibility as the Soviet Union's ally, Vietnam, the "Cuba
of Asia," threatens to dominate the
whole of Indochina.
All of these Soviet strategic advances
have occurred under the cover of detente which calls for an easing of tensions in the context of continued ideological struggle. Thus Moscow has
succeeded in having it both ways — the
benefits of Western trade coupled with
virtual immunity from Western criticism of its internal policies and passive
acceptance of Soviet hegemonistic
practices.
To Ukrainian Americans and other
ethnic groups none of this should come

as a surprise. Since 1918, Moscow's
consistent advance through the application of military force and police
terror has been paved by broken treaties and accompanied by the soothing
sounds of Utopian propaganda and assurances of good intentions.
As American citizens who have
benefited greatly from the economic
and cultural opportunities of this country, Ukrainians are now obliged to
share their experience with other Americans. It is up to us and other ethnic
Americans to point out that the old
men who now hold the top positions in
the Kremlin were the same young men
who once^ implemented on the grassroots level the policies of terror, artificial famine and the destruction of nations.
In 1979, neither their goals nor their
methods have changed in essence. They
still believe in the application of maximum force, the creation of political
illusions and the pursuit of total
power, free from any moral and ethical
restraints whatsoever. SALT II must
be debated with those facts in mind. It
is up to us to bring them to the surface.
At the same time, the horrible legacy
of the Ukrainian people in the 20th
century should not blind us to the real
benefits the whole world would gain
from a fair and reliable SALT II agreement.
The question of whether the nuclear
equation of SALT II will adequately
provide for U.S. defense needs is one
better left to the experts. On the other
hand, the question of whether the Soviet Union can be trusted is one that
should involve all Americans.
It is again up to us to insist that the
United States should not shrink from
applying fair and realistic tests to Soviet intentions. One vital test that involves Ukrainian interests, as well as
American, should center on the Helsinki Accords.
In 1975, the West made significant
political and commercial concessions
to the Soviets in the Helsinki Accords.
In return for Western trade assistance
and recognition of the political order
created by the Soviet Union following
World War II, Moscow agreed to respect the human rights of its citizens.
Varipus Helsinki monitoring groups
were formed to fulfill the mandate of
the Helsinki Accords on a grass-roots
level. The brutal suppression of the
five Helsinki groups is a vivid and prominent illustration of the lack of good
faith on the part of the Soviet Union in
fulfilling its international agreements.
Ukrainians should state quite clearly
that we will support the SALT II agreement as soon as the Soviets release the
arrested Helsinki monitors and permit
them the free exercise of their rights
within the borders of their countries as
agreed in the Helsinki Final Act.
Barring Soviet compliance with the
Helsinki Accords, the United States
should withhold ratification of SALT
II. The administration, of course, has
rejected this type of "linkage." SALT,
according to administration spokesmen,
should be considered on its own merits
without any allegedly extraneous issues. Ukrainian Americans have the responsibility to point out that such a
standis naive and, in view of historical
realities, foolhardy.
When the SALT II debate begins in
earnest, all Americans should express
their concern for the well-being of their
country. As citizens, our most vital
concern must be continued American
security and the preservation of peace
in the world.
(Continued on page 9)
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Continued troubles
by Roman J. Lysniak
When the player piano salesman left, I felt upset for quite a
while. Wasn't it ridiculous that I caused myself so much
trouble with that silly coupon? Now I was more certain than
ever that he had been sent by the first piano salesman.
Somewhere I've heard that when these salesmen pounce on
the name and address of a person whom they can sell something, they don't let him alone. The first one passes on the
name and address to a second, the second to a third, and so
forth. Each one tries his luck with the prospect, maybe he'll
be able to sell him.
Therefore, don't think I was surprised when about half an
hour after the second salesman had left a middle-aged man with a black beard
bounced in.
' 'Are you my landsman from Galicia?'' he asked me.
" I am from Ukraine."
"And I thought you were my landsman. My parents come from Galicia," he
said, looking disappointed.
"But, Galicia, as you say, is a part of Ukraine," I assured him and that cheered
up my new visitor to no end.
The man had such friendly and homey ways about him that I began to like him.
He talked to me about the business in general and about the high cost of living.
Afterward he touched on his own business. He was a salesman of phonographs,
he said, and he sold all of his record players for a third of their regular price. That
was because, he explained, he bought his merchandise direct from the factory. He
showed me a little booklet in which there were pictures of various styles of phonographs. I saw that they interested my wife very much.
"I'll tell you what," the man proposed to me. "If you like, I'll make you a present of a phonograph."
"What do you mean, a present?" I asked him. "You want to be paid for it,
don't you?"
(Continued on page 12)

"Harvard Ukrainian Studies"
looks to the decade ahead
by Uliana Pasicznyk
When the idea of a journal was proposed to associates of the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute
over four years ago, it met with at least as much skepticism as enthusiasm. No one questioned the need for
the regular publication of new scholarship on Ukrainian history, language and literature, and few disagreed that associates' work could be the periodical's
initial foundation. The doubts that did arise came
with long-term academic and financial considerations.
Would important new scholarly work be produced
Photo by
regularly enough to warrant a professional journal of
Tania MychajIyshyn-D'Avignon
Ukrainian studies? Would an interdisciplinary journal have impact in an academic community organized along disciplinary lines?
Would scholars write for it? Who would subscribe to it? Could the institute
afford to subsidize it until subscriptions grew to cover at least the direct printing
costs? Finally, could the institute produce a journal which, in form and content,
would hold its own alongside other journals that bear a Harvard label?
As well-founded as the initial reservations may have been, they did not overrule
the idea. "Harvard Ukrainian Studies" began to appear in 1977, fully two years
after the journal was first proposed. In the interim, some of the original plans
were modified, and some new problems emerged. Nonetheless, four more issues
have since been published, and three more are in production.
The journal has become a publication which defines Ukrainian studies broadly
and sets high academic standards for the field. It has aroused interest among
scholars and non-scholars, Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian alike, Its contributors
are academicians in the United States, Canada and Europe.
The subscription list is growing and financial self-sufficiency no longer seems
wholly beyond its reach.
During the next 10 years, the journal must improve on its beginnings, build its
reputation and consolidate its financial base. In content, it should continually
publish sound new information. It should seek out and publish more material on
the modern period, especially in history and language. It should develop intellectual discourse in the form of discussions, commentaries and reviews. It should encourage contributions by scholars for whom Ukrainian studies is not a major
field, by young scholars and by scholars living abroad. It should strive to publish
scholarship that is comprehensible to the layperson interested in Ukrainian
topics, as well as to the specialist. It should make every effort to be included in
library collections throughout the world and to be known to anyone interested in
the Slavic field. It should, in short, ensure that Ukrainian studies is an active, intellectually viable and developing field of knowledge that is available to a widespread academic and non-academic community.
By 1989, "Harvard Ukrainian Studies" will have published 12 volumes. In
those thousands of pages, the journal will not only provide specialized knowledge
on Ukrainian topics, but, by focusing on Ukraine's role in the history of world
civilization, it will also provide a new perspective on Slavic studies that takes its
Ukrainian component fully into account.
Ms. Pasicznyk is the assistant editor of "Harvard Ukrainian Studies. "
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Bandurists perform in concert in Minneapolis
When the young bandurists, dressed
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - On Sun- sings the second tenor in the group. He
day, February 25, five bandura players is a history student at the University of in colorful Ukrainian Kozak costumes, entered the stage, the audience
— lour of them members of the Taras Michigan.
Among these young men was Victor of about 250 persons greeted them with
Shevchenko Ukrainian Bandurist Capella
— presented a concert of Ukrainian mu- Mishalow, an 18-year-old Ukrainian loud applause. The performance
sic and song here. The event took place at Australian who studies engineering at started with a cheerful and brisk
the St. Constantine School Auditorium, Sydney University. He is the recipient march, ' T h e Zaporozhian March."
One tune followed another — vigothanks to the efforts of Volodymyr of a study-travel grant from the
Wowk, a local enthusiast of bandura Australian Arts Council to develop his rous, happy and sad songs of the
music.
skills as a bandurist. An accomplished Ukrainian people. Religious songs like
The director of this talented group bandura player, a student of Hryhory "Sviatyi Bozhe" with the singing of
of bandura players is Petro Kytasty. Bazula of the Hnat Khotkevych School Julian Kytasty, the 16th century psalm
He is one of the leading instrument- of Bandura, he arrived in this country performed by Petro Kytasty and
alists of the capella, member of its art to collect as much information about Messrs. Pysarenko and Serdiuk, and
council, and one of three assistant this ancient Ukrainian art as possible historical songs such as ' T h e Song
directors. Under his skillful leadership, from the leading teachers in the United About Mazepa" to music arranged by
a variety of Ukrainian melodies were States. He plays the bandura according Mr. Mishalow, t r a n s f e r r e d the
presented by four young men, who in to the Zinkiwsky method - with his thoughts of the audience to the Ukrainian past and brought tears into the
addition to being interested in bandura left hand.
eyes of many. This mood was soon
playing, are full-time university students.
The concert was initiated with open- changed when the players struck a
Pavlo Pysarenko, tenor-soloist, is ing remarks by Dr. Michael J. Kozak, happy tune of the marching song "The
by Khotkevych,
the youngest member of the group. He who in turn presented Dr. Anatol Poltava March"
often sings in the Detroit Opera and in Lysyj, who introduced the performers "The Hetman's Dance" and the dance
and informed the audience about the tune "Bukovynka." More happy feelthe "Trembita" Ukrainian choir.
ings were produced by humorous and
Mychajlo Serdiuk, a baritori, is a activities and achievements of each.
The rich and diverse program con- love songs such as "Zeleny Yavir" perleading instrumentalist in the section of
the second banduras, and is a student sisted of several parts: historical songs formed by Mr. Pysarenko to the
at the Lawrence Institute of Tech- and psalms, samples of folk and classic accompaniment of bandura and sopilbandura music, humorous and love ka (flute), "Dvorianka," "The Village
nology in Michigan.
Julian Kytasty, who has played the songs, and a number of contemporary Lawyer," and many others.
For the one and a half hour perforbandura since his early childhood, compositions.

mance, the audience rewarded the
young artists with prolonged applause
and the demand for an encore. They
were able to leave the stage only after
the announcement that they will return
again with a concert on October 20 as a
part of the entire Taras Shevchenko
Bandurist Capella.
Dr. Kozak thanked the group for
their very artistic performance and remarked that as long as Ukrainians will
be able to produce such talented young
people, Ukrainian culture will live and
flourish.
Invited to speak, the Rt. Rev. Prelate Stephen V. Knapp, congratulated
these talented men for their splendid
performance and their achievements in
promoting this ancient art among
Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians alike.
He added that the society which does
not love and preserve its own cultural
heritage is not entitled to bear the name
of a civilized people.
After the conclusion of the concert,
many people remained in the auditorium. The ladies from the Parish
Youth Parents Committee, under the
leadership of Maria Stec, hosted them
with coffee and delicious pastries.

Ukrainians in Canada exhibit reveals Bandura concert demonstrates
hardships faced by new immigrants versatility of Ukrainian instrument
The following article was written by
Christine Landry. It appeared in the
February 26 edition of the Winnipeg
Free Press.
OTTAWA, Ont. - A small but
powerful exhibition sketching the history of Ukrainians in Canada since the
major stream of arrivals in the late
1890s has sparked an enthusiastic public response.
"Some of the people who have seen
this exhibit have offered some of their
photographs, documents and letters to
u s , " says Oksana Migus, organizer of
the exhibit at the National Archives.
"Many people simply throw away material — they don't realize how valuable it is in writing the history of the
nation."
"Canadians of Ukrainian Origin:
Reflections on the Formative Years
1891-1926," will travel to Montreal,
Toronto, Winnipeg and Edmonton
following its showing here.
Materials in the exhibit all come
from the National Archives but originated from private collections donated
to the National Ethnic Archives Program started in 1972.
The display starts with the photographs of the first two recorded Ukrainian immigrants to Canada and of the
man who convinced them to start a
new life here.
Ivan Pylypiw and Wasyl Eleniak were
influenced by the writings of Dr. Joseph Oleskiw of the teachers' seminary
in Lviv who had visited Canada.
It was their subsequent glowing reports about Canada's potential that
helped turn the initial trickle of a few
hundred immigrants into a stream of
thousands.
Other photographs show the industry of the Ukrainian immigrants who
made the prairies their home. They
started out their life in Canada often in
a small branch-made dwelling until
they could start their crops and build
proper homes.
Between 1890 and 1914 more than
175,000 Ukrainians arrived in Canada,

attracted by the promise of free, fertile
land and a better future for themselves
and their children.
The Ukrainians quickly became
large contributors to the Canadian
way of life; building schools, their own
press, and forming political and social
groups.
Education was important to the
Ukrainians and children were taught in
bilingual schools.
During the First World War 10,000
(Continued on page 9)

The review below of a recital of bandura music at the Winnipeg Art Gallery on February 24 was written by
Coral McKendrick. It appeared in the
February 26 edition of the Winnipeg
Free Press.
The bandura is a traditional Ukrainian folk instrument with a unique
sound and a complex style of playing
that is mastered by few. Saturday
night's concert, featuring Petro Kytasty, was a sellout. Some of us in the

Young Bandurist Ensemble
formed in Lachine, Que.

The Lachine Young Bandurist Ensemble members, as follows: (seated, from left)
Roman Karpishka Jr., Alexander Kisak, Irene Paiinska, Oksana Pyshniak, (standing) Dr. Evhen Yakimiw, Nadia Kisak and Christina Kozak. (Absent from photo:
Roma Pidwysotska).
LACHINE, Que. - A new Young
Bandurist Ensemble has been formed
by the "Prosvita" Association here
during the past year under the direction of Dr. Evhen Yakimiw.
The group consists of seven young
students, age 12 to 16, three of whom
already have one year of Ukrainian
bandura music to their credit. Another
four first-year students have started

bandura lessons, and will also participate in future concerts, performing
from their bandurist's repertoire of
Ukrainian songs.
It is hoped that at the end of the year
the young musicians will all perform
together at the Olympic Stadium in
Montreal on the occasion of the International Year of the Child.

audience were getting our first taste of
this intriguing instrument and Mr. Kytasty and friends presented us with a
concert designed to show its versatile
nature.
The bandura dates back to the 14th
century and is historically the instrument of the minstrels of Ukraine. The
instrument has a large, flat sound box
and a short neck and is cradled on the
lap and played by encircling it with the
arms and striking the strings. It is an
open string instrument without frets,
the number of strings depending upon
the style of playing and the region of
historical origin.
The recital featured work on the
Kharkiv instrument which has 34
strings as well as a Kiev style which
employs 64 strings.
The bandura has been described as a
cross between the lute and the harp,
but its delicate chime-like tones are
quite distinctive. It has recently received recognition as a classical instrument, but it is also being used by rock
bands in Ukraine.
Mr. Kytasty and the bandurist
chorus did not take their varied repertoire to those extremes. They relied
mainly on the folk tradition of
Ukraine. Opening with the ''Zaporozhian March," performed by the quartet, they presented us with the paradox
of how those lilting tones could provide such a forceful mood.
The bandurists also proved to be fine
vocalists, and several of the selections
included solo or chorus work in Ukrainian. Paul Pysarenko's only contribution was his well-controlled vocals, but
it was more than enough. His work on
"The Green Sycamore Maple" was
well received, and later he was called
upon to deliver two encores featuring
his ringing tones.
Petro Kytasty was the headliner, but
he shared the stage well with fellow
bandurists Julian Kytasty, Michael
Serdiuk and Victor Mishalow.
Mr. Mishalow, who is working with
the bandurist chorus in Detroit cour(Continued on page 9)
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UABA to hold mid-year conference
WASHINGTON, D.C. The
board of governors of the Ukrainian
American Bar Association (UABA)
announced last week the program for
the association's mid-year conference
which will take place March 23-25 at
the Port-o-Call Hotel, Cleveland,
Ohio.
On Saturday morning Dr. Roman
Pitio, judge of the municipal court of
Irvington, N.J., will lecture on immi
gration law. Dr. Walter Anastas, pro
fessor of law at William Mitchell Col
lege of Law, St. Paul, Minn., will con
duct that day a seminar on the legal as
pects of starting a business.

LUC to hold
sports weekend
The Hryhory Skovoroda Student Hromada at Rutgers University in New Bruns
wick, N.J., held its elections meeting recently, at which Roksolana Labinsky was
elected president. Also elected were Volodymyr Syzonenko, vice-president; Juli
ana Ratych, secretary; and Roman Rinnyk, treasurer. Dr. John Fizer is moder
ator of the club. Among the recent accomplishments of the hromada are: organi
zing art exhibits, forming a dance ensemble, Christmas caroling and offering
financial assistance to students in foreign countries. The hromada has also participated
in all community-at-large actions in defense of Ukrainian political prisoners.

Elmira Ukrainians honor
pianist Lydia Artymiw

LANSDALE, Pa. - The League of
Ukrainian Catholics will hold its an
nual Sports Weekend here at the Holi
day Inn, May 25-27.
This year's event will be hosted by
the Pius X Council.
The Holiday Inn is located at Exit 31
off the Northeast extension of the
Pennsylvania Turnpike.

Masquerade
canceled
PASSAIC, N.J. - The children's
masquerade ball scheduled to be held
Sunday, March 18, here at the Ukrai
nian Center has been canceled, accord
ing to Ukrainian National Women's
League of America Branch 18, the
sponsor of the event.

Bcmdura concert,..
(Continued from page 8)

Following her successful performance with the Elmira Symphony in Elmira,
N.Y., on February 24, the local Ukrainian community hosted Lydia Artymiw to a
reception at the Ukrainian American National Club. The reception was sponsored by the local UCCA branch. (Excerpts of a review of Miss Artymiw's performance appeared in the March 11 edition of The Weekly.) Among the prominent persons present at the reception were: Arnold Bremen, director of the Clemens Center, the(cite of Miss Artymiw's performance; George Zurenda, director
of the Chemung County Council of Performing Arts; Paul Weinberg, general
manger of the Elmira Symphony Orchestra; David Loebel, conductor; and the
Very Rev. Stebhe n Chomko and the Rev. Roman Bilecky of the St. Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Elmira Heights. Miss Artymiw thanked the Elmira
Ukrainian community hosting her at the reception. Photo above shows, left to
right, John Chjopko Mike Hrynkiw, John Washy2:yn, Miss Artymiw and Walter
Korchynsky.

Mezvinsky
(Continued from page 1)
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tesy of the Australian Arts Council,
performed "The Slave Market," an
epic piece which few bandurists tackle.
The song requires that the left hand,
generally used for the rhythm line, play
as intricately as the right on a tune with
changing tempos. Mr. Mishalow
accomplished the task very well to the
delight of the audience.
Petro Kytasty was featured on a
number of tunes, but his rendition of
"Mavka," a song with a more contem
porary style, was the highlight.
Other high spots were Michael Serdiuk's presentation of a selection from
Mozart's "Don Giovanni," and Julian
Kytasty's humorous ditty about the
lighter side of love.

In the afternoon session, Nancy
Luckas, representative of the Social
Security Administration, Cleveland
field office, will discuss the administra
tion's viewpoints on legal issues as they
affect the Ukrainian community.
Completing the educational pro
gram, Dr. Roy M. Kostuk of Canada
will inform the members of the UABA
of recent developments in the area of
descendant's estates in Canada. Mr.
Kostiuk was invovled in a situation
where a claim was made against an
alleged estate by the Soviet government
where the person was still alive.
Saturday night there will be a dinner
for all participants of the conference.
Sunday morning is reserved for UABA
business.
All Ukrainian American attorneys
who have not yet registered for the
conference may do so by contacting
Volodymyr Bazarko, Bazarko, Futey,
Oryshkevych, 5566 Pearl Road, Par
ma, Ohio. Tel.: (216) 884-5015.

WCFU has new
address
TORONTO, Ont. - The secre
tariat of the World Congress of Free
Ukrainians announced that the new
address of the WCFU is: World
Congress of Free Ukrainians, 2118A
Bloor St., Toronto, Ont. M6S 1M8.

HURI sponsors...
(Continued from page 5)

Shevchenko of the department of clas
sics, Harvard University.
The "Dibrova" choir of Hartford,
Conn., under the direction of Ale
xander Pryshlak, will perform in the
concert.
On Sunday at 1 p.m. the business
meetings of the Ukrainian Studies Pro
gram will be held at the seminar room
of the Ukrainian Research Institute.
At 3 p.m., special lectures in Ukrai
nian studies will be given by Vadim
Pavlovsky, full member of the Ukrai
nian Free Academy of Sciences, and
Mr. Bazansky.
The exhibit of books will last from
March 23 to June 4 and it will consist
of a selection of the last decade's
acquisitions to the Ucrainica collec
tions of the Houghton Library.
The exhibit and symposium were
organized by Edward Kasinec, research
bibliographer-librarian in Ukrainian
studies.

Ukrainians and SALT II
Ukrainians in Canada...
(Continued from page 8)

Mr. Mezvinsky stated that the U.N. Ukrainian Canadians volunteered to
commission must take action on these join the Canadian forces. But despite
22 cases because they spoke out as a this display of loyalty more than 5,000
result of promises to which we all have Ukrainians were confined in intern
pledged ourselves, 5 ' He also raised the ment camps — Ukraine was part of the
question of the arrest and reprisals Austro-Hungarian Empire and so the
against trade ilnion activists seeking to immigrants fell under immediate suspi
create an independent union in the cion.
USSR.
The Soviet representative Valerian
They found that various measures
Zorin, in his Ireply, charged that the outlawed their press, their political and
United States Tjvas not only interefering social groups.
in the internal affairs of the Soviet
Union, but was also seeking the disLetters in the display indicate the
memberment щ the USSR in violation sentiment of some Canadians, one sug
of the Helsink Accords. His statement gesting that the Ukrainian printing
was in marked contrast to former So- presses be melted down in order to stop
viet replies that the United States was the printing of any Ukrainian '"propa
merely meddling in internal affairs.
ganda."

(Continued from page 7)

Another world war would devastate
the United States and probably ensure
the extinction of the Ukrainian people.
A mutually beneficial SALT II agree
ment can help keep these unthinkable
cataclysms from happening. An agree
ment concluded unwisely can hasten
them.
Ukrainian Americans should not
hesitate to communicate to their politi
cal representatives and to the media
concern about Soviet intentions,
methods and past record. We should
demand some concrete gestures that
would raise confidence in Soviet inten
tions to abide by the provisions of this
latest agreement.
Mere promises must be greeted with
the utmost scepticism and caution, and
exclusive reliance should not be placed

on electronic surveillance systems
because they are inherently vulnerable
to Soviet espionage, camouflage and
concealment and revolutionary disrup
tion in countries like Iran where Ame
rican surveillance equipment was
based.
Only genuine gestures which actually
demonstrate Soviet good faith and wil
lingness to implement prior agreements
like the Helsinki Final Act should be
accepted as adequate assurances that
the United States can rely on SALT II
as a guarantee for continued American
security and peace in the world.
Mr. Fedynsky, a member of the Hel
sinki Guarantees for Ukraine Commit
tee in Washington, D.C., is a former
legislative assistant to Sen. Bob Dole
(R-Kan.).
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Mykola Michnowsky and Dmytro Dontsov Spokesmen for two concepts of Ukrainian nationalism
(2)
The essay below was written by the late Dr. Michael Sosnowsky, associate edi
tor of Svoboda. It was translated from the original Ukrainian by Anisa H.
Sawyckyj. The essay was first read by Dr. Sosnowsky at a scholarly congress
commemorating the 100th anniversary of the Shevchenko Scientific Society. The
Ukrainian-language version is included in the soon-to-be-released collection of
Dr. Sosnowsky's works titled "Mizh Optymizmom і Pesymizmom"
("Between
Optimism and Pessimism"). We publish the English translation here on the occa
sion of th" sixth anniversary of the death of Dmytro Dontsov.
Mykola Michnowsky had a deep understanding of the role and importance of
nationalism in national life. In the brochure "The Question of the Ukrainian
Intelligentsia in the Program of the U P P " he wrote that "the main reason for the
misfortune of our nation is the lack of nationalism of the general public." At the
same time Michnowsky specified there his concept of nationalism:
"Nationalism - this is the mighty and undefeatable force which began to
appear unmistakably in the 19th century. Under its powerful pressure apparently
unconquerable chains break, great empires collapse, and new nations come into
their own, nations which until that time humbly carried out their slave-like duties
toward their foreign conquerors. Nationalism unites, coordinates efforts, incites to
struggle, ignites the fanaticism of the enslaved nations in their battle for freedom.
The Ukrainian nation must follow the same path as the enslaved nations of the
West, must overcome and destroy anything that stands as an impediment on this
road." 1 1
Summing up our remarks on the nationalist ideology of Mykola Michnowsky,
we must say that it:
1. Emerges from the principle of the exclusive primacy of the nation and na
tional interests, giyes the nation and national interest first place in the general sys
tem of socio-political values, assumes that national interest can only be fully
guaranteed in one's own, totally independent state;
2. Recognizes the national principle as the only principle of a truly just scheme
of international relations and, therefore, denies the right of any nation to enslave
another nation, coming out in favor of political independence for every nation in
the world;
3. Is clearly independence- and unification-sovereignty-oriented, as regards
the renewal of an independent and sovereign Ukrainian state;
4. Is based on the principle of self-sufficiency in the struggle for the socio-poli
tical liberation of the Ukrainian nation;
5. Accepts the principle of popular rule (democratic order) in the politicalstate organization of the nation, acknowledging that this form can best guarantee
the interests of the wide masses of the people in an independent state;
6. Accepts socialist principles as regards the socio-economic organization of
the nation.
It must be noted that although the nationalist ideology of Mykola Michnowsky
is outlined in a relatively general form and reveals the author rather as a political
propagator and organizer than a theoretician, nevertheless, the elements of his
ideological world view and political program are relatively clearly expressed.
What is crucial is that this ideology brought to Ukraine a specific concept of na
tionalism, clarifying its place and role in the life of an enslaved nation. It comes
as no surprise, therefore, that its main principles became the foundation of the
modern Ukrainian nationalist movement which in later decades was transformed
into a decisive political factor in Ukrainian life.
To our thinking, we are justified in regarding Mykola Michnowsky as the
founder of the Ukrainian nationalist movement; as the first to delineate the prin
ciples of Ukrainian nationalism as an ideology; as the first to try to start a separ
ate Ukrainian nationalist organization whose goal it was to struggle for an inde
pendent, sovereign, democratic state — " a republic of working people." To as
sert, as some do, that Mykola Michnowsky was allegedly only the founder of a
Ukrainian national independence orientation, but not of Ukrainian nationalism,
is to deny the facts. On the contrary, we would say that the independence-mindedness of Mykola Michnowsky is a result of his nationalism.
As we know, Ukrainian nationalism before World War I and in the years of the
war and revolution did not become a political force sufficient to determine histo
rical events on Ukrainian lands of that time. In its contest with other political
groups on Ukrainian territory, the Ukrainian nationalist movement did not
encompass the masses. It came onto the historical arena only in the post-war
period, finding its ultimate organizational form in the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists.
This second period in the evolution of Ukrainian nationalism is closely tied to
the figure of Dmytro Dontsov, a political activist, publicist and ideologue. Dont
sov belonged to the younger generation of Ukrainian activists. He began his poli
tical and journalistic career in 1905, at a time when Michnowsky had already laid
the foundation for the Ukrainian nationalist movement. Of course, Dontsov was
familiar with the writings of Michnowsky, specifically with his brochure "Inde
pendent Ukraine." But these writings, like Michnowsky's entire nationalist pro
gram, did not appear sufficiently convincing for him to immediately assume a na
tionalist position. Until 1914, Michnowsky and Dontsov stood on completely
opposite positions ideologically and organizationally, and Dontsov illustrates this
in his works, when he defends therein the position of Marxist socialism.
Dontsov changed his view of Ukrainian nationalism only after World War I,
when he himself assumed a nationalist stance. In his work "Nationalism" Dont
sov even gave a positive evaluation of the nationalism of Michnowsky, writing
that in Michnowsky's works "we see a new world view, totally nationalist and
totally activist." Although Michnowsky, as Dontsov emphasized, "has not yet
dared to destroy the shell of old slogans," Dontsov regarded Michnowsky's "In
dependent Ukraine" as "one of the few voices, which broke with provincialism,
calling for a new nationalism. ,M2
v
:

After World War II, Dontsov came out with a different evaluation of Mich
nowsky, stating that Michnowsky had only the idea of independence, and not of
nationalism, and that he, Dontsov, alone had brought the name and idea of na
tionalism out onto the Ukrainian political forum in 1926. This assertion may
appear strange and contrary to historical facts. However, when we analyze it and
compare the nationalism of Michnowsky with the nationalism of Dontsov, we
can see that such an assertion is not without foundation.
Actually, it is a question not of one, but of two nationalisms: the nationalism
of Michnowsky and the "active nationalism" of Dontsov. There is an essential
difference between these two nationalisms, which is not always taken into account
by those who wish to show the continuity of the development of nationalism and
nationalist thought in Ukraine during the last half century. According to this
quite simplistic view, the Brotherhood of Tarasivtsi, Mykola Michnowsky, Dmy
tro Dontsov, "Zahrava," the Party of National Work, the OUN, and a whole line of
nationalist authors are regarded as links on a single chain. Each not only comple
ments the other, but each link is a perfection of the previous link. Of course,
there is in this a logic of sorts. However, as we can see from the assertions of
Dontsov, this "logic" does not correspond to the actual state of affairs.
One must agree with the thought or assertion of Dontsov, that he does not con
tinue the ideas of Michnowsky, and that his "active nationalism" is not the na
tionalism of Michnowsky and the Ukrainian Populist Party of the pre-World
War I period. Dontsov is the author on Ukrainian ground of the ideology of the
so-called "integral nationalism," which he defines in his writing as "chynnyi
natsionalism" ("active nationalism"). The ideology of "active nationalism"
rests on principles which do not exist in Michnowsky's nationalist ideology.
At issue here are such principles as philosophical voluntarism, anti-demo
cratism, political and social hierarchism, the concept of the "ruling caste" as the
exclusive executor of national will, the "initiating minority" as a motive force in
history and the idea of "creative aggression." 13 Dontsov rejected the principle of
popular rule, stating that an "initiating minority," but "never the people," is the
subject of the just social order for "all working people" of which Michnowsky
had dreamed, a caste-based social structure with the absolute subjection of the
non-ruling classes (i.e., the people) to a ruling class which would consist of "bet
ter people." 14
Unquestionably, there are similar elements of principles in Michnowsky and
Dontsov, for example, the principle of primacy of the nation, the principle of
struggle, the stress on the importance of political independence of a nation. But
here the similarity between these two nationalist ideologies ends. Dontsov under
stood this well when he asserted that not Michnowsky, but he was the founder of
Ukrainian nationalism, for he considered as "nationalist" only that ideology
which incorporated elements outlined in his "Nationalism" and other writings.
The fact of the matter is that Michnowsky and Dontsov created two different
directions in the Ukrainian nationalist movement. Mykola Michnowsky was a
spokesman for a Ukrainian democratic nationalism which rather resembled a spe
cific national radical movement striving for the building of a Ukrainian state by
means of a revolutionary struggle, without the exclusion of other methods. Mich
nowsky's ideal was a Ukrainian democratic republic with a progressive social pro
gram, based on socialist teachings. Dontsov, on the other hand, developed his ide
ology of "active nationalism" in a period when authoritarian-elitist and total
itarian movements were celebrating their victories in Europe. These served as a
model for Dontsov. Consequently, Ukrainian society acquired a nationalist ide
ology which shared the ideas of these movements and which weighed decisively in
turning Ukrainian nationalism in that direction, thereby severing its natural ties
with those principles which Michnowsky had established at the beginning of the
nationalist movement. It must be noted, however, that regardless of the almost
complete triumph of the ideology of "active nationalism," the ideas of Mich
nowsky did not die, but continued to exist until they could come to life under
changed circumstances.
The crisis of Dontsov's "active nationalism" began in the early 1940s. During
the years of World War II in Ukraine there occurred a fundamental revision of
the ideological-programmatic principles of the Ukrainian nationalist movement
and a break with the ideas of "active nationalism." Ukrainian nationalism again
found itself on those positions which Mykola Michnowsky had charted before
World War I, supplemented, of course, by the developments in Ukrainian politi
cal thought in the last several decades, and taking into account the demands and
needs of a new political and social reality on Ukrainian territory and in the whole
world.
Essentially, however, it was a question of freeing Ukrainian nationalism from
the effects of authoritarian-elitist thinking and totalitarian practice. It was also a
question of transition to a democratic stand, to the kind of social program once
proposed by Michnowsky, which would guarantee a maximal social justice for
the peasantry and workers. In Ukrainian organized nationalism, this was re
flected in the programmatic resolutions of the OUN at the Third Special Congress
and later in the numerous works of underground nationalist authors of the 1940s
and early 1950s in Ukraine.

11
Cited in! P. Mirchuk, "Mykola Michnowsky: Apostle of Ukrainian Statehood," Philadelphia,
TUSM, 1960, p. 45.
12
D. Dontsov, "Nationalism," 3rd edition, London, Ukrainian Publishing Association, 1966,
pp.153-154.
13
Ibid. See "Principles of 'active' (' willed ') nationalism," pp. 220-290. These principles are as
follows: freedom, as a law of life; romanticism, dogmatism, illusionism, fanatism and "amorality"; synthesis of rationalism and internationalism; creative aggression and the "initiating min
ority" as forces of order.
14
D. Dontsov, "The Spirit of Our Fast," Prague, Y. Tyshchenko Publishers, і944, pp^ 6-7. -
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UMI to present concert of Ukrainian musicians
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The New
York branch of the Ukrainian Music
Institute of America is sponsoring a
concert of Ukrainian artists here at the
Ukrainian Institute of America, 2 E.
79th St., on Sunday, March 25.
The artists scheduled to appear are
Natalya Chudy, mezzo-soprano; Laryssa Krupa, pianist; Melanie Kup-

chynsky, violinist; Irene Pelech,
pianist; and Svetlana Tonkoschkur,
soprano. Kalyna Chichka-Andrienko
will provide piano accompaniment for
the singers and violinist.
All proceeds from the concert will go
toward the purchase of a concert piano
for the music institute.

Natalya Chudy is a graduate of the
Manhattan School of Music and a reci
pient of the William Matheus Sullivan
Grant and the Minna Kaufman Award.
She was a finalist in the Liederkranz
competition.
She has sung with the Metropolitan
Opera Studio, the St. Paul Opera
Company, the Dayton and Toledo
Opera Company, the Bel Canto Opera
Company, the Brockport Symphony
' Orchestra and the Hartford Opera
Company.
In March 1976 she made her Carne
gie Hall debut in Donizetti's ''Gemma
di Vergy" with the Opera Orchestra of
New York conducted by Eve Queler.
The opera was recorded live by Colum
bia records.
On February 25 she sang in Janacek's "KatyaKabanova."

Laryssa Maria Krupa
Laryssa Maria Krupa began her pia
no studies at the age of 5 with Dr. Antin Rudnytsky at the Academy of Mu

Melanie Kupchynsky, 17, started
studying violin at age 4 with her father,
Prof. Jarema Kupchynsky, music
director of the East Brunswick public
schools. She now studies with Dr. Sa
muel Applebaum of the Manhattan
School of Music.
Her first public appearance took
place when she was 5 years old. At the
age of 9 she premiered a violin concer
to written especially for her by Phillip
Gordon. The concerto was published
by Carl Fischer in 1973.
The East Brunswick High School
senior most recently won the Garden
State Philharmonic Symphony Young
Artist Competition which entitles her
to perform with the symphony as a
soloist. She has also been selected the
New Jersey winner in the American
String Teachers Association National
Solo Competition and was chosen as
one of nine national finalists.
She also plays chamber music with
the East Brunswick String Quartet.

Melanie Kupchynsky

Svetlana Tonkoschkur

Svetlana Tonkoschkur, a mezzosoprano, was born in Ukraine and
began her music education at the
Ukrainian Music Institute in New
York. She attended Hunter College,
the Brooklyn Academy of Music and
the Seven Arts Center.
After her first year of vocal study
with Edna Elza Lora, she received her
first professional engagement as a
chorus member with the New York
City Opera. She has also studied with
Oddone Sommonigo and Richard
Torigi.
She has sung with the Amato Opera,
the Young Artists Association, the New
York Opera Theater, the Brooklyn Ly
ric Opera Theater and the Ukrainian
Opera, Inc.
She is now studying with Margaret
Kalil of the Metropolitan Opera and
performing with the Manhattan Opera.

Natalya Chudy
Her next appearance will be on April
20 in Detroit in Mozart's "Cosi Fan
Tutte."

sic in Philadelphia. Her second teacher
was Prof. Lubomyr Hornytsky, with
whom she studied for four years until
his sudden death. She entered the
Ukrainian Music Institute of America
and quickly became one of its honor
students. She received her diploma
from the UMI after a graduate recital
in 1972 in the class of Prof. Daria
Karanowych.
Since then she has studied with
Profs. Irvin Freundlich, Hulio Esteban and J. Marie Dare (in France).
Since age 14 she has entered piano
competitions winning first prizes,
among them first prize of the New Jer
sey Foundation for the Performing
Arts in 1973. She also has given many
solo recitals.
In May 1978 she completed her ba
chelor of music with honors at the Peabody Conservatory of Music of Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore, Md.,
where she is working toward a master's
degree in music under Prof. Fernando
Laires.

Г

Ukrainian Sports Association of North America - East
ANNOUNCES THAT

"1

THE SPRING SWIMMING MEET
will be held on March 3 1 , 1979
under the sponsorship of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
on the ocassion of its 85th anniversary
The meet will be held at

Irene Pelech began taking piano les
sons with Prof. Halia Klym in Irvington, N.J., at the age of 7. As a 13-yearold she gave her first solo concerts in
Irvington and New York. Two years
later she performed concerts of works
of Ukrainian composers.
She has won first place in the Beet
hoven Festival in the category of son
atas. In 1973 she was the winner of the
MEA competition. She has also won
second prize in the Garden State Phil
harmonic Symphony Young Artist
Competition.
She graduated from the Ukrainian
Music Institute in 1973. In 1974 she
began her studies of music at Temple
University in Philadelphia, Pa. In
1975 she attended the master classes of
Prof. Heinz Scholz at the Mozarteum
in Salzburg, Austria. She has also at
tended the master classes of Adele
Marcus and Gaby Casadesus.
In 1978 she graduated magna cum
laude from Temple. She is now work-

Columbia High School in Maplewood, N.J.,

beginning at 1 p.m.
We urge all Ukrainian youths to participate in the meet. Competition will be held in the following
events for boys and girls:
8-Ю
25 m. freestyle
50 m.-freestyle

11-12
25 m. freestyle
50 m. freestyle
25 m. breastsroke
4 x 25 m. freestyle relay

13-14
50 m. freestayle
100 m. freestyle
4 x50 m. freestyle relay

over 15
50 m. freestyle
100 m. freestyle
100 m. breaststroke
100 m. medley
4 x 50 m. freestyle relay

Each competitor is guaranteed an event to participate it and no events will be limited to the number of
competitors. Competitors cannot compete in more than three individual events and one relay.
Registration, including name and address, club, event, age, and J1.00 fee, should be mailed to: Dr.
Roman Slysh, 88 Boxwood Drive, Hershey, Pa. 17033. Tel. (717) 533-6091.
Registration will also be accepted at poolside.
Notify all swimmers in your area about the competition. .
For the executive board of the Ukrainian Sports Association
of North America-East
Myron Stebeisky,
president

Irene Pelech
ing toward a master's degree in music
at the university, and teaches piano at
the UMI in Philadelphia.

Lubomyr Bilyk
correspondence secretary

Roman Slysh
swimming director

Competitors, who are not yet members of the Ukrainian National Association will be able
to acquire a one-year cost-free S 1,000 Class P-20 life insurance certificate and the
ne
children's magazine, "Veselka."

L
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Continued troubles

LEHIGH VALLEY, PENNA. DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Ukrainian National Association

(Continued from page 7)

"Not even one cent!" he assured me. "Not a cent now and not a cent later. I'll give you a brand new phonograph, straight from the factory, and entirely free.
I'll tell you what I'll do, Г11 give you a certificate that the record player is your
property. Nobody'll be able to take it away from you and nobody'll come to bo
ther you for money. It's a free as the air on the street and as the water in the river.
Well, could it be better?"
I looked at my wife and my wife looked at me, and we both felt uneasy.
Wouldn't you be suspicious if a stranger came to you and made such a proposi
tion to you?
The phonograph salesman continued to talk to me and tried to make the matter
a little clearer to me.
"It's true," he said, "that the record player cost me S90. But, you see, it pays
me to make you a present of it because I expect you to subscribe to my record
club. You'll be obligated to buy from the club only two records per month."
" A h a h ! " I said to myself triumphantly. "So it's no longer for nothing! A fine
present, indeed — it's a present with a string attached."
Since my wife was so anxious to have the phonograph, I gave in. Why shouldn't
we have a phonograph, I ask you? It's good, once in a while, in a free moment, to
get away from the television and to listen to a bit of music, especially classical
music. At today's prices who could afford to go to the theater or to a concert?
Why not? Let's have a bit of pleasure in the house! With the sort of life we lead
the soul could easily get rusty.
In short, I ordered from the salesman several records in advance and he pro
mised to send me the phonograph.
"After all," I thought, "the postage that I spent on the coupon was not entire
ly wasted."
But don't you jump to any conclusions! My real troubles were just about to begin!
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ANNOUNCES

ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE

I

DISTRICT COMMITTEE
WILL BE HELD

on Sunday, March 25, 1979 at 2:00 p.m.
at the
Ukrainian Catholic Church Hall in Palmerton, Penna.

I

(near Lehigh Avenue)
AGENDA FOR MEETING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Opening of meeting.
Election of presidium.
Reading of Minutes of Prior Annual Meeting.
Reports of outgoing officers and Auditing Committee.
Discussion of reports.
Granting of vote of confidence to outgoing officers.
Election of Officers and Auditing Committee for 1979.
Acceptance of plan of work for 1979.
Miscellaneous - questions and discussion.
Adjournment of meeting.
Convention delegates and Branch Officers of the following branches
are obligated to attend:
Branch 4 4 , 4 7 , 4 8 , 124, 1 3 7 , 147, 1 5 1 , 2 8 8 , 3 1 8 , 3 6 9 , and 4 3 8 .
RECEPTION WILL FOLLOW.

^O^^^^^^O^C^O^^^^^O^^^

Present at the meeting will be:

Anna Haras, S u p r e m e Advisor
Stepan Hawrysz, Senior Field Organizer

PYSANKA
THE UKRAINIAN EASTER EGG
EXHIBITION

At 4:00 p.m. General Public residing in Palmerton and vicinity is cordialy invited to view
FILM ON BLESSING OF LESIA UKRAINKA M O N U M E N T AT SOYUZIVKA

March 24 - May 13, 1979

FOR THE DISTRICT COMMITTEE:
Michael Kolodrub
Honorary Chairman

OPENING FRIDAY, EVENING 7:00 P.M.
PROGRAM IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXHIBIT:
March 23, 7:00 p.m. - Lecture by Mr. ZENON ELYJIW in Ukrainian the pre-Christian civilization".

0

"Pysanka, as seen in the light of

2:00-5:00 p.m. -

Dmytro Mushastyj
Treasurer

Stefan Mucha
Secretary-Ukrainian
Stefan Iwasiechko ft
Chairman, Auditing Committee о

eoocooooooocosoosocoocccooooooocc^oocoGocooooocooooooooo

March 31 and April 7 (2 sessions per day), 10:00-12:30 p.m. - 1:30-4:00 p.m. CHILDREN'S WORKSHOP. For additional sessions reservations may be made by schools and groups.
April 1 and 8 (2 sessions per day) - 10:00-1:00 p.m. Beginners session: J8.50, Advanced session: J10.00.

Stefan Kolodrub
Secretary-English

Anna Haras
President

NO PLACE LIKE SOYUZIVKA!

ADULT WORKSHOPS.

SOYUZIVKA

April 14 - Demonstration 1-5 p.m. Also 80 slides ft film "PYSANKA'' by SLAVK0 N0WYTSKY will be
shown.
Admission to demonstration: adults S2.50, senior citizens fc students Я.50, children 6-12 50Ф.
ш All workshops are by reservations only.

BEAUTIFUL ESTATE OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASS'N
IN THE ROLLING CATSKILLS NEAR KERH0NKS0N, N.Y.

ш Admission to Museum: adults J1.00, senior citizens fc students 50Ф.

THE UKRAINIAN MUSEUM
2 0 3 Second Avenue, New York, New York 1 0 0 0 3

Tel.: ( 2 1 2 ) 2 2 8 - 0 1 1 0

Its the best place to be for a sunny, enjoyable vacation!
Make your reservations now -

for a week, or two, or trrree.

Exquisite natural surrounding, renovated rooms, home-made recipes, 8 tennis courts,
volleyball courts, Olympic-size swimming pool, entertainment sports, special weekend concert
programs.

Ukrainian National Association
DISTRICT COMMITTEE of WILKES BARRE, Pa.
ANNOUNCES THAT

ANNUAL MEETING

Tennis Camp

WILL BE HELD

JUNE 2 3 to JULY 3th
BOYS and GIRLS age 12-18

Saturday, March 24, 1979 at 6:00 p.m.
AT THE

Children's Camp

Hall of St. Volodymyr Ukrainian Catholic Church

(FOR YOUNGSTERS age 7 to 11)
GIRLS - JUNE 2 3 to JULY 7, 1 9 7 9
BOYS - JULY 7 to JULY 2 1 , 1 9 7 9

Zerbey Avenue, EDWARDSVILLE, Pa.
PROGRAM:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Opening
Election of presidium of annual meeting
Minutes of preceding meeting
Report of District Committee Officers
Report of the Auditing Committee
Discussion and Vote of Confidence to the preceding Officers
Address of Mr. STEPAN HAWRYSZ, UNA Senior Organizer.
Election of District Committee and Auditing Committee and plan of work for 1979.
Adjournment.

Й
11

\\
Is

Ukrainian Cultural Courses
JULY 2 2 to AUGUST 1 1 , 1 9 7 9

Folk Dance Workshop
AUGUST 12 to AUGUST 2 1 , 1 9 7 9

The Branch officers, Convention delegates and members are invited to attend the meeting.
Meeting will be attended by:

Mr. Stepan Hawrysz,
R o m a n Diakiw
Chairman
ttijjiS^JSAit/^/i^/iiAA

/gv^yySslftS^

.v.

UNA Senior Organizer

DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Katherine Lukacz
. Treasurer І Л \

л

^ \

Wasy! Stefuryn
r v , Secretary

^^^^/sfs^^N^^^b^^dfefe^bfcftifr^i^^bdE^^^

Name ^
Address
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE
Kerhonkson,N.Y. 12446. . v . v л
.
Tel :(S 14)42^5641
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About endowment...
(Continued from page 6)
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ST. JOHN'S UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
Newark, New Jersey

"1

I

suit, the member ends up with a substantial profit at the end of the term of the
CORDIALLY INVITES ALL VACATION LOVER TO JOIN OUR
certificate.
Which endowment certificate would you recommend to a prospective member?
This would depend on various factors such as what the proceeds are earmarked
for; when the funds will be needed; which is needed more — protection or sav
x
ings; and, most important of all, how much the prospective member is able to pay
Seven day quality cruise to Nassau ft Bermuda on the
for insurance annually.
Now that you have learned the terminology used in the insurance field, the
luxurious S.S. ROTTERDAM - June 16-23.
definitions, and advantages or disadvantages of each type of insurance, it is time
All inclusive price S776.44 per person, double occupancy and J761.44 per person, double
JQ
that we repeated the first two articles appearing under the heading "Spotlight on
occupancy - outside cabins.
the UNA," one explaning the nature and benefits of the Class E-65 certificate and
the other need for and benefits of the Class E-18 juvenile certificate. We are cer
fi Fabulous week at the MARCO POLO HOTEL, Miami Beach, ж
tain that these two articles will have much more meaning to you at this time.
Florida - November 10-17.
But in the interim, why don't you become a field organizer for the Ukrainian
All inclusive price ^375.00 per person.
National Association? How much you will receive in awards (commission) will
For colorful brochures and full information call or write:
depend on the number of members you organize and the amount of insurance
you sell. First increase your own coverage, then organize your family, then your
Andrew Keybida, 19 Rutgers St., Maplewood, N.J. 0 7 0 4 0
friends and then enlarge your circle of prospects to acquaintances. And you will
Tel. ( 2 0 1 ) 7 6 2 - 2 8 2 7
be paid for all of this.
Let us show you, by mail, by telephone, or by meeting personally with repre
zxx
HXZ
sentative of our organizing deparment, how you can acquire a second income
y^^^^^^^^^^N^s^^s^y^v^^^
during your spare time. You may then want to become a fulltime employee of the
UNA.
There is no trick to organizing. If you have read these articles on insurance,
you have a basis for a successful career as a field organizer with the Ukrainian
DUE TO EMPLOYEES HOLIDAYS,
National Association. If you would like copies of these articles, write or tele
THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASS'N ESTATE
phone us: Ukrainian National Association, Organizing Department, 30 Mont
WILL BE CLOSED DURING MARCH.
gomery St., Jersey City, N. J. 07302; tel.: (201) 451-2200.
Do it now! Help us fulfill our quota of 5,000 new members and S10 million of
new insurance in 1979, the 85th anniversary of the Ukrainian National Associ
ation. Become a part of the largest and oldest Ukrainian fraternal association.
THE MANAGEMENT
Organizing Department ifeygg^^^^^^^^^^w^^-wagggg^gggg^f^g^gw^^g^gg^

TWO EXCITING TOURS IN 1979:

і

J

L

'^Vsr^srVS^VN^Zs^^^Kfsf^4riVsr4Plsr^Nf4fi^^V;yyyy

SOYUZIVKA TAKES A VACATION!

l

See You in April,

g^KKrsKKfSfSf^NysfsK^r^^f^sKKKrNfNrsrs

SHIPKA TRAVEL AGENCY, INC,
TOURS TO UKRAINE
1979
ESCORTED FROM NEW YORK

ctZhr

GROUP TOUR DEPARTURE SCHEDULE

EACH TOUR INCLUDES
ш
ш
ш
ш
m
m
ш
ш
m
m
m

Round t r i p air fare from New York
First class hotels
A l l meals except t w o lunches
Daily sightseeing by. motorcoach including guides and entrance fees
Excursion t o Kaniv except Mini Tours
Gala Farewell Dinner except Mini Tour
A l l transfers and Baggage handling
Flight bag, passport case, baggage tags
USA International departure tax
Tips and gratuities
First class rail w i t h i n Ukraine

m Services of escort from United States

Side trips to other open cities not included in our tours can be arranged at additional cost and
subject to confirmation from Intourist.
Individual arrangements t o Ukraine and Europe can be made upon application.

Please forward brochure and more details information on 1979 tour.
Name.
Address.

Telephone

Area Code

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT ONE OF THE LARGEST MOST
EXPERIENCED UKRAINIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES

SHIPKA TRAVEL AGENCY, INC.
5434 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND (PARMA), OHIO 44134
Phone: (216) 351-1700
NO MATTER WHERE YOU RESIDE, WE CAN HANDLE ALL YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
BY CORRESPONDENCE
Itineraries and rates are subject to change.
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Gen. Taras Chuprynka —
a fighter for Ukraine's freedom

r

HOW TO READ AND WRITE IN UKRAINIAN
Byl.KORYTSKY

1

Білі ведмедики

f

L

Басейн з водою є для нас, —
туди ми скачемо весь час
і спритно плаваєм в воді —
і на спині, й на животі.
Гей, братіку, пливи — вважай, — j
мене ногою не чіпай!

ГОРДИЙ

ЦАР

Українська народна казка

Gen. Taras Chuprynka, as he was
known in the Ukrainian Insurgent Army,
was born Roman Shukhevych on July 7,
1907. After completing secondary educa
tion in Lviv, the ancient capital of western
Ukraine, young Roman entered the
polytechnical school there. In his youth
he was especially interested in swim
ming, Alpinism and track and field. He
was also a member of Plast.
As a 19-year-old teenager Roman
Shukhevych became involved in move
ments aimed at liberating western
Ukraine from Polish occupation. He
joined the Ukrainian Military Organi
zation (UVO), one of the first organi
zations of this kind to be formed in
Ukraine after World War I.
Since his c h i l d h o o d , R o m a n
Shukhevych was interested in the mili
tary and one of his dreams was to
become a soldier. After completing the
polytechnical school in Lviv he entered
a Polish military academy, but did not
graduate as an officer because he was
not of Polish lineage.
After the disbandment of the UVO and
the creation of the Organization of
Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN),

Він і к а ж е : з такої й такої, каже, столиці. Тоді
його скували разом із злодіями та й повели.
От привели його у столицю та й знову садов

Ілюстрації М. Левицького

Пішов ц а р по лісі блукати. Іде та йде — а ж
бачить знову: дим піднімається над лісом. Він
знову подумав, що то мисливі, та й пішов до них.
А ж під вечір приходить до другої цегельні. Там
робітники над ним змилувались, нагодували, на
поїли, дали стареньку одежу, бо й самі бідні були.
Вони думали, що то так собі бідний чоловік. А
він, я к наївся та одягся, то й к а ж е :
— Я цар в а ш !
Почали робітники з нього сміятися, і він знову
посварився з людьми. І знову побили його добре
та й пр згнали. Пішов цар у ліс. А ж у ж е й ніч. От
приліг він під деревом та й переночував, а вранці
встав і поплівся, куди очі глядять.
Приходить у третю цегельню, але вже не при
знається, що він цар. Отут його робітники наго
дували та, побачивши, що в нього босі, покалічені
ноги, змилувались і дали старенькі чоботи. Він
їх питає:
— Ч и не знаєте, куди ш л я х у столицю?
Вони йому розказали. ,
А в ж е далеко увійшов за цілий день.

От пішов він тою дорогою, якою йому пока
зано. Іде та йде, приходить у якесь містечко. Аж
ось перестріває його на дорозі становий:
— Стій! — кричить.
Він став.
— Пашпорт є?
— Ні, нема.
— Я к ж е ти без пашпорта ходиш? Ти блуд я г а якийсь! Візьміть його! — крикнув до соць
ких. Д е не взялись соцькі, вхопили царя та й поса
дили в холодну.
Через кілька днів питаються:
— А ти звідки?

another clandestine group fighting for
the freedom of Ukraine, young Roman
joined the OUN and along with it ex
panded his work against the Soviet
forces as well. He diligently worked in
the OUN and proceeded up in rank
until in 1943 he was appointed head of
the OUN in Ukraine by Stepan Bandera, head of the entire OUN.
That same year the Ukrainian Insur
gent Army (UPA) was formed by the
OUN and he became its commanding
officer. That date also signaled the
commencement of a third front for
Ukraine — the fight against Nazi Ger
many. He also assumed chairmanship
of the secretariat of the Ukrainian Su
preme Liberation Council, the revolu
tionary government of Ukraine which
(Continued on page 16)

More on the
Ukrainian anthem

лять у тюрму. Через якийсь час приходить стар
ший і розпитується: хто за що сидить.
От і цар розказав йому всю правду:
— Був я царем, та таке й таке приключилося
зі мною . . .
Тут на нього всі дивляться, що він зовсім не
схожий на царя. А він, звісно, за довгий час змар
нів, борода відросла . . . Куди там — зовсім не
схожий . . . А він таки запирається, що цар. Як
у ж е його не розпитували — цар та й годі!
От і вирішили всі, що він божевільний, і вигна
л и з тюрми.
- Навіщо, — кажуть, — дурного будемо дер
жати, тільки хліб царський переводить.
І я к його випустили, то він став бідувати, так
бідувати, що Господи!
(Продовження буде)

As we wrote in The Weekly's
"Veselka" supplement of January 21,
Pavlo Chubynsky was the author of
the lyrics to "Shche Ne Vmerla Ukrain a , " the Ukrainian national anthem.
The words were set to music by the
Rev. Mykhailo Verbytsky.
The Lemko Research Foundation
has informed us that the Rev. Verbyt
sky was born in the village of Uliuch in
th^ Bereziv region of Lemkivshchyna,
the western-most area of Ukraine.
Uliuch is located on the Sian River,
north of the town of Sianik and south
west of Peremysrxl. The information on
his birth is contained in a statistical re
ference book on the Greek Catholic
clergy in the apostolic administration
of Lemkivshchyna which was pub
lished in Lviv in 1936 and again in
Stamford, Conn., in 1970.
The stamp which appeared in that
"Veselka" supplement was created by
M. Bidniak and printed by the Mykhai
lo Verbytsky branch of the Organiza
tion for the Defense of Lemkivshchyna
in Toronto, Ont., on the occasion of
the 100th anniversary of the lyrics to
the Ukrainian National anthem.
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The frog and the toad
Once upon a time, there was a frog
who lived near a stream in a forest. She
was always happy, enthusiastic and
hard-working. She was never lazy and
loved to go on hikes. Every evening,
after eating her supper of mosquitoes,
she would go out for a walk.
One day, while she was taking her
daily walk, she met a toad. They became
friends and decided to continue their
walk together. They leaped and leaped
through the forest until they came to
the forest ranger's home on the edge of
the woods.
The door to the ranger's cellar was
open, and the frog and toad could
smell the scent of fresh, tasty mush
rooms coming from within. Without
hesitating, the frog and toad jumped
into the cellar. Inside it was damp and
cool — perfect for a frog or toad.
''What a pleasant home," the two
cried out in unison.
Out of joy, the frog and toad began
jumping high into the air. They
jumped and jumped until suddenly
they found themselves in a jar of
cream.
4
'Oh no! We had better get out of
this jar quickly before we drown," said
the frog.
But how could they get out? The jar
was deep, and they could not reach the
brim with their legs to pull themselves
out. They could not jump out either
because there was nothing firm to
stand on. The cream was soft and wa
tery and their legs were sinking.
They started to swim around,
moving their legs rapidly. But this was
no help. They still could not get out of
the jar. They became tired quickly.
The toad said, "We'll never get out
of this jar. Why even bother trying to
keep afloat? It is better to just drown
right away."
"Don't be lazy," said the frog.
"Maybe we'll get lucky and get out
somehow. Swim, don't give u p ! "
But the toad would not listen to the
frog. He gave up and drowned.
The hard-working frog, however,
would not give up hope.
"It would be shameful if I gave up
without a fight. No. I will keep swim
ming as long as I have the strength,"
she said to herself.
But keeping afloat was very stren
uous, and she soon became tired. And
there was no hope of rescue.
" I will not give up. I am not dead
and my time has not yet come. I will
not allow myself to sink to the bottom

WORD JUMBLE
20th century Ukrainian novels
The jumbled words below represent the names of 20th century Ukrainian novels.
They are transliterated according to the system employed in Ukraine: A Concise En
cyclopaedia. Letters underlined with a double line form the mystery word.

NAZOBBO
OSZESTARUI
STELYRKYTSEHS

s'.rw/s?
of this jar and die. Maybe I will some
how be saved."
The frog continued to swim, tread
ing with her legs. She was extremely
tired now and could barely keep afloat.
"Will this be the end of me?" she
thought, just barely keeping her legs
moving.
Then, all of a sudden, the frog no
ticed something firm beneath her feet.
"This cannot b e , " she thought. But,
yes, there Was something firm beneath
her. A miracle had happened!
The frog stopped swimming and
looked around. There was no longer
any cream around her. It had turned
into butter.
By treading the cream with her legs,
the frog had churned it into butter.
Now the frog was saved. She jumped
out of the jar easily and leaped all the
way home.
Then she stopped to think for a
while: "How good it is that I did not give
up hope and kept swimming. I saved my
self, but the toad gave up too soon and
he died needlessly."
"How terrible it is to be lazy," she
exclaimed.

ENOZCHORERO
YOLNV
NASHAOSNINASHYAM

ROTIMA
ALMZEI
PIDHIRIUMONELEZV

BETSEVLYKEA
VYRTOHLOY

This author wrote a novel using the motifs
of a well-known folk song:

Answers to last week's jumble: Nova Rada, Vidrodzhennia, Samostiinyk, Trybuna, Promin, Borotba, Vilnyi Holos, Narodna Volia, Respublika, Nova Ukraina.
Mystery word: Vynnychenko.
HAVE AN INTERESTING JUMBLE? SEND IT IN.

Bohuta The Hero

Illustrations: Petro Cholodny

Story: Roman Zawadowycz

Щ/ИД

ь

Wrong birth date
Due to a typographical error, the
birth date of Taras Shevchenko was
incorrectly given as March 14, 1918,
(The Weekly, March 4) in a story in
"The Rainbow." The correct date is
March 9, 1814. - - E d .

?I 4 \
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Chapter 8
WITH BRAINS AND BRAWN

She annointed the wing with a magical
ointment and it immediat-rlv grew back
into-the horse's body.

VIII
ЧАСТИНА:
СИЛОЮ І РОЗУМОМ
(Закінчення)

Мастю крило помастила, до ра
ни приклала, і воно вмить зро
слося.

And Bohuta mounted his steed and
lopped off to Kiev.

І помчався Богута до Києва/
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Gen.

Chuprynka...
(Continued from page 14)

existed from 1943 until a few years
after the conclusion of the war.
Armistice in Europe did not mean
an end to hostilities in Ukraine. The
OUN-UPA continued its struggle
against Soviet oppression until the
early 1950s.
On March 5,1950, Gen. ChuprynkaShukhevych's troops were surrounded
by Soviet MVD forces, and he died in
battle with them at Bilohorshcha, a
town near Lviv. This year we mark the
29th anniversary of his heroic death.
Nikita Khrushchev, the late Soviet
premier, wrote in his memoirs that the
activity of the OUN-UPA caused con
siderable damage to the Red Army and
MVD troops even after the defeat of
Nazi Germany, and he added that or
ders were given at that time to destroy
the two organizations at all costs.
Today, Gen. Chuprynka-Shukhevych's son, Yuriy, is serving his third
consecutive 10-year prison term in the
notorious Vladimir Prison near Mos
cowy for refusing to denounce the acti
vity of his father. Yuriy was arrested
for the first time at age 15 in 1947.
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Deadline extended
on bandura book
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The deadline
for ordering the book-album on the art
of playing the bandura with a discount
has been extended.
The New York School of Bandura
said that the book-album which it pub
lished can be ordered for S13 until
April 1. After that the price will be Я 5 .
For further information contact:
Nick Czorny, administrator, New
York School of Bandura, 84-82 164th
St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432.

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

WANTED
TO LOCATE:

ANNOUNCES

Wife Lidia Alvina Kukuruziak, nee, Herman.
Chicago area?
Son: Paul J. Price (Kukuruziak). Chicago area?
Sister in Law: Mrs. Carolina Siebert.
Cleveland area?
To settle Estate of
DEMETER (MIKE) KUKURUZIAK
Contact:
Mrs. E. SHELEPIUK
225 North Syndicate Avenue
Thunder Bay, Ont, Canada P7C 3V9

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 197980
The scholarships are available to students at an accredited college or university, who
have been members of the Ukrainian National Association for at least two years.
Applicants are judged on the basis of scholastic record, financial need and involvement
in Ukrainian community and student life. Applications are to be submitted no later than
March 3 1 , 1979. For application form write to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
30 Montgomery Street
m
Jersey City, N J . 07302

Tel.: (807) 622-1254

DO IT WITH K0BASNIUK

VISIT UKRAINE IN 1979
20 ESCORTED GROUP TOURS
New York departures from May 3 through September 20
Starting at S888.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE WRITE OR TELEPHONE
YOUR LEADING UKRAINIAN AMERICAN TRAVEL AGENCY

TO: KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC. (SV 379)
157 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003

ESTABLISHED 1 9 2 0

KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC.
157 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003
(212) 2548779
Vero Kowbasniuk-Shumeyko, President
OFFICE HOURS: Daily 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mondays 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

MEMBER: Better Business Bureau of Metropolitan New York
ASTA (American Soc. of Travel Agents)

Please send me Advance Information Bulletin regarding the 1979 Tours and
OFFICIAL REGISTRATION ft DEPOSIT FORMS.

Name
Address .

City
Tel. No.

State

Zip Code
Area Code.

